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CINCO DE MAYO (BE)
This video is ideal for teachers looking for materials to help students understand the Mexican "Cinco de Mayo" celebration. The program gives the origin and meaning of the holiday, shows how and why it is celebrated while also establishing the cultural connection of the custom. (30 min.)
SCLV7130 ......DVD, $29.95

COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD (BE)
In this series we will learn a bit about the country’s history, political system, currency, language, religion and climate, as well as visit a few of the most famous sites and sample delicious food. 2007.
Each program is 13 minutes. In English.
SCLV6687 ......Argentina..............DVD, $14.95
SCLV6691 ......Bolivia ..................DVD, $14.95
SCLV6695 ......Chile .................DVD, $14.95
SCLV6704 ......Guatemala ..........DVD, $14.95
SCLV6746 ......Mexico .................DVD, $14.95
SCLV6752 ......Peru ....................DVD, $14.95
SCLV6758 ......Spain .................DVD, $14.95
SCLV6764 ......Venezuela ...........DVD, $14.95

SPANISH FOR CHILDREN (BE)
Provides the stimulating sounds of Spanish to entice preschoolers through primary-graders into learning a second language. Contains an 80 page full-color activity book coordinated with two 60 min. CDs, plus a Parent/Teacher CD with helpful tips. Paperback, 7"x10", 80 pages; three 60-min. CD's.
4484-3.........3 Compact Disks/Book, $39.95

SPANISH RESOURCE BOOK – ELEMENTARY (BE)
Introduce elementary students to the fun of learning a foreign language. Use the activities in this book on their own or as an addition to any Spanish program. The exercises, which incorporate a range of formats, are designed to help students acquire everyday Spanish vocabulary. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 128 pages.
TSD4300 ..............Book, $16.95

SPANISH FOR CHILDREN (BE)
Over 50 fun songs, games and everyday activities to get started in Spanish! Packaged inside each book is a 60-minute audio CD that includes all the songs, games, and expressions in the course. Hardcover, 10-1/2"x8", 60 pages.
5928-X............Book/CD, $19.95

PLAY AND LEARN SPANISH (BE)
Provides the motivating sounds of Spanish to entice preschoolers through primary-graders into learning a second language. Contains an 80 page full-color activity book coordinated with two 60 min. CDs, plus a Parent/Teacher CD with helpful tips. Paperback, 7"x10", 80 pages; three 60-min. CD's.
4484-3.........3 Compact Disks/Book, $39.95

LET'S LEARN SPANISH (BE)
Students learn basic Spanish vocabulary and structures, while being exposed to cultural differences and other elements of the Spanish speaking world. Teacher’s Guide, Answer Key and Glossary included.
Each book: Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 40 pages,
Each book: $7.95

HBR720..............Let’s Learn Spanish-Kindergarten
HBR721......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 1
HBR722......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 2
HBR723......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 3
HBR724......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 4
HBR725......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 5
HBR726......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 6
HBR727......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 7
HBR728......Let’s Learn Spanish-Grade 8
Learning numbers from 1 to 100 in Spanish is now child's play with El juego de los números.

Includes Teacher's Guide with suggestions for games and language activities. Each pack contains 100 cards, 32 bingo cards, and a Teacher's Guide.

Spanish I

With more than 70 pages of activities, Spanish I includes topics such as colors and numbers, foods, family members, animals, the weather, and parts of the body. Softcover, 6"x9", 80 pages.

TSD104403 ..................Spanish I, Grades K–5, $4.95

With more than 70 pages of activities, Spanish II includes topics such as fruits and vegetables, clothing and accessories, and communication. Softcover, 6"x9", 80 pages.

TSD104404 ..................Spanish II, Grades K–5, $4.95

Bingo de colores

Early learners match colors to colors, shapes to shapes, and colors to shapes! Ages 3 & up. Includes a caller's mat and corresponding cards; answer sheet for checking winners; 36 game boards per set with more than 250 markers.

TR6074 ..............................................Game, $10.95

Bingo de números

Players master number skills as they listen, match, and name numbers 1 to 20. Includes a caller's mat and corresponding cards; answer sheet for checking winners; 36 game boards per set with more than 250 markers.

TR6075 ..............................................Game, $10.95

El dominó de las horas

Learn to tell time in Spanish with a great, new version of the much loved classic—dominoes. Match pictures and expressions using colorfully illustrated cards. Includes a Teacher's Guide with fun and motivating games and activities. Each pack contains 48 cards and a Teacher's Guide.

DIS0824 ..............................................Game, $24.95

Call toll free to place your order

1-800-Applause (277-5287)
COOTIE-CATCHER ACTIVITY BOOK
You loved them as a kid, and now your students will too … while learning and practicing first year Spanish topics at the same time! Great for kinesthetic learning, our brand new cootie-catcher comes packed with 17 different partner and group games and activities covering a wide variety of essential level one vocabulary and grammar. All games and activities have been creatively designed to implement speaking, writing, reading and listening into your Spanish classroom. Softcover, 8" x 11", 45 pages.
TDB3865............................................................................................................... .Book, $20.95

The 15 units in Duende introduce students to contemporary Spain and Latin America through interesting and authentic articles about the customs and traditions of young Spanish speakers. Topics include music, celebrations, popular personalities, sports, cinema, fashion, etc. The chapters have exercises and games that build comprehension and vocabulary. Softcover, 8"x11", 144 pages.
DIS9501..........................Student Book, $21.95
DIS9518......................Teacher's Guide, $21.95

FILL-IN - THE - BLANKS - SPANISH REGULAR VERB DRILLS
Save yourself time with our reproducible activity book, and reinforce the keystone of Spanish conversation. Dozens of clear, one-page -ar, -er and -ir exercises supplement your classroom work on regular verbs in present, imperfect, future, conditional and preterite tenses. Three-ring binder, 10"x11", 194 pages.
TDB3677.........................Book, $48.95

85 NO, NO, NO’S IN SPANISH!
Students and teachers will see some typical and at times very laughable errors made by Spanish Students. Students get added practice speaking and writing in context using the grammar topic being studied. Activities include raps, short skits and drawing! Activities include raps, short skits and drawing! Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 88 pages.
CAR15756.........................Book, $21.95
CAR15756CD............Book on CD, $19.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK 1 Provides students with a basal text that will help them attain acceptable levels of proficiency in basic communicative skills. The book provides enough materials for a one-year course. Helps develop basic communicative skills through simple materials. Uses visual cues for learning and practice. Softbound, 7-3/4"x10-3/4", 504 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR614P........................Book, $34.95
ASPR614TSP.................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR614W.................Workbook, $14.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK 2 Provides a basal text for a full second course in Spanish, preparing students for their first formal proficiency test. Broadens student's level of achievement in basic skills, with special emphasis on communication. Introduces topics that expand the acquisition of vocabulary, control of structure, and the ability to communicate about their daily lives. Softcover, 7-3/4"x10-1/4", 450 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR325P........................Book, $34.95
ASPN325TSP..................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR325W..............Workbook, $14.95

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • American Express • Pay Pal
SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK A
A short introductory text using the "Is Fun" approach, designed especially for younger students in middle-school Spanish programs. Begins the natural, personalized, enjoyable program of language acquisition continued in Spanish is Fun, Book 1 and Book 2.


ASPR529S..........................Book, $29.95
ASPR529TSP.............Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR529W.............................Workbook, $11.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK B
Beginning Spanish is introduced through a gradual presentation of grammatical structures. Personalized exercises, games, and activities provide application and practice and help students develop communicative skills. Features lively illustrations that serve as mnemonic devices to introduce vocabulary. Brief, fun narratives reinforce vocabulary and grammatical structures. Illustrated conversations and personalized dialogue activities comprise chapter summaries. Cultural sections conclude each chapter and acquaint students to life in the Spanish-speaking world. Review units provide repeated practice. Softcover, 8"x11", 257 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.

ASPR530S.................................................Book, $29.95
ASPR530TSP.....................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR530W..................................................Workbook, $11.95

ESPAÑOL ESENCIAL: FUNDAMENTALS OF SPANISH, LEVEL 1 (B)
Espanol Esencial 1 has been prepared for students who are in their first year of Spanish language study. It offers a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the elements of the Spanish language that are generally covered in a first-year course. It can be used as a complement or supplement to any basal textbook series, or solely for review and additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 184 pages.

ASPR736W..........................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR736WK........................................Answer key, $10.95

ESPAÑOL ESENCIAL: FUNDAMENTALS OF SPANISH, LEVEL 2 (I)
Espanol Esencial 2 has been prepared for students in their second year of Spanish language study. It offers a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the elements of the Spanish language that are generally covered in a second year course. It can be used as a complement or supplement to any basal textbook series, or solely for review and additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 208 pages.

ASPR737W..........................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR737WK........................................Answer Key, $10.95

ESPAÑOL ESENCIAL: FUNDAMENTALS OF SPANISH, LEVEL 3 (A)
Espanol Esencial 3 has been prepared for students in their second year of Spanish language study. It offers a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the elements of the Spanish language that are generally covered in a third year course. It can be used as a complement or supplement to any basal textbook series, or solely for review and additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 304 pages.

ASPR738W..........................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR738WK........................................Answer Key, $10.95

SPANISH FOUR YEARS: ADVANCED SPANISH WITH AP COMPONENT (A)
A review of grammar through closed and open-ended exercises based on authentic language materials. It offers readings with exercises that integrate grammar, culture and skills along with preparation for comprehensive (AP) testing including a portfolio/authentic assessment exercises. Finally, it includes a timeline of Spanish/Spanish-American history and literature. Softbound, 8"x11", 352 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program and Answer Key.

ASPR678W.................................................Book, $29.95
ASPR678TSP........................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
CUAL ES LA PREGUNTA?-SURVEY EXERCISES FOR ORAL & WRITTEN PRACTICE
Break the monotony of repetitious drills with this book full of survey activities that gets students out of their seats and gives them practice asking and answering the same questions several times but towards different classmates. The surveys can be used to reinforce vocabulary and grammar that has been introduced, develop conversation skills through question and answer, and to develop writing skills through information gathered from questions. Great for beginning/intermediate high school or middle school students. Written in English. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 63 pages.
CAR1739.................................................................Book, $19.95
CAR1739CD.........................................................Book on CD, $17.95

EXPLORATORY SPANISH FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
Your middle school students will love these fun activities that include the alphabet, greetings, numbers, time of day, clothing, colors, weather, parts of the body, ser/estar, tener, ir, food, and the days and months. The culture section includes geography, customs, bullfighting, soccer, Christmas, Day of the Dead, music, painting and writers. Softbound, 101 pages.
TDB5 .................................................................Book, $42.95

ENSEÑANDO Y APRENDIENDO ESPAÑOL POR MEDIO DE LA ACCIÓN
This book is a combination of two books: 1. A comprehensive guide of daily lesson plans implementing the Total Physical Response (TPR) approach to Spanish as a Foreign Language. It is an excellent tool for teaching beginning and intermediate students of ANY AGE level. 2. Student lessons for reading and - when students are ready to begin speaking comfortably - for practice in speaking. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 148 pages.
CPL263.................................................................Book, $23.95

THE COMPLETE SPANISH TEACHER’S HANDBOOK
The Complete Spanish Teacher's Handbook is now better than ever! 70+ topics are geared toward first-year students and teach everything from the basics like numbers and colors to end-of-the-year lessons like tense and grammar. These 200+ activities are fully reproducible and include exercises like fill-in-the-blank, translation, and writing practice. Hardcover, 9-1/2"x11", 333 pages.
TDB4535.................................................................Book, $89.95

DIFFERENTIATION IN THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
Differentiation in the Spanish Classroom shows teachers how to use new methods of teaching to reach every student individually in the classroom. Every student learns in a different style and at a different pace. This reproducible book offers a new approaches to teaching that accommodates each student’s needs individually. 3-Ring Binder, 9" x 11", 119 pages.
TDB3994.................................................................Book, $48.95

CHARACTER EDUCATION LESSONS FOR SPANISH CLASS
A reproducible resource manual for integrating character education into the Spanish language curriculum. Vocabulary, compositions, puzzles, debates, questions and authentic activities provide a context for language acquisition. Spiralbound, 60 pages, 8-1/2"x11".
TL334 .................................................................Book, $19.95
TL334CD ...............................................................Book on CD, $15.95

ACTIVITIES FOR EVERY MONTH OF THE YEAR
Actividades Para Cada Mes Del Año is a collection of reproducible activities for the Spanish language classroom that encourages development of reading, writing, speaking and understanding through culturally relevant, authentic topics. Student tasks include a perpetual cultural calendar, internet projects, puzzles and games. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
TL406 .................................................................Book, $24.95
TL406CD ...............................................................Book on CD, $19.95
**SPANISH Q-CARDS LEVEL 1 SET 1**
Flashcards with 240 questions (750 with the options) making it easy to give students quick daily paired proficiency practice. Use the 40 large 8-1/2"x11" sheets with 6 theme-based question boxes on each one as is. Rights are included to copy and cut a 2nd set of 240 small cards. There are cues for TÚ and USTED. An instruction sheet with 23 strategies is included.

**Level 1 Set 1:** Greetings, names, ages, seasons, months, days, dates, time, colors, numbers, weather, nationalities, prices, adjectives, negative, interrogative words, le/le gusta, tener expressions, addresses.

**MFP2000** .................................................$14.95

---

**SPANISH LANGUAGE FLASHCARDS (B)**
Cards contain illustrations of objects and scenes portraying the most commonly taught subjects during the first year of foreign language instruction. The back of each card identifies the object in English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian, and Japanese.

**Topics included:** classroom objects, school subjects, numbers, house, family, occupations, foods and table setting, parts of the body, clothing, time, colors, weather and seasons, days and months, sports and recreation, means of transportation, animals, shops, and places in town.

**Includes Digital Version on DVD with Reference Guide.**

**EMC64781** .................Box of 400 Laminated Cards, $299.95

---

**LANG-O-LEARN FLASHCARDS**
Each card set features bright, colorful, and current photographic images for teaching basic language skills. Cards are labeled on the reverse. Durable cardstock with glossy, protective varnish. Each card measures 4-3/4"x3-1/4".

**SLM2** Animal......................30 Card Set, $12.95
**SLM7** Body Parts..............20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM4** Clothing..............20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM5** Everyday Objects.........50 Card Set, $19.95
**SLM1** Food..................50 Card Set, $19.95
**SLM13** Fruits & Vegetables......20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM6** Insects & Bugs.........20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM12** Occupations..........20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM10** On the Farm...........20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM8** Pets.................20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM9** Sea Life..............20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM11** Shapes & Colors.........20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM3** Vehicle..............20 Card Set, $9.95
**SLM999**........................All 13 Sets, $139.95

---

**PICTURE STORY-BOARDS IN SPANISH (B)**
While the primary focus is on weather, clothing and the present tense, the wonderfully illustrated storyboards provide different situations ideal for any level including preparation for AP exams. Each storyboard comes with a written story, the picture storyboard itself with vocabulary to help students recreate the story, and finally images without any text for more advanced activities. Comes with 14 pages of color vocabulary cards for creating sentences and a board game in color with and without text. Activities may be for beginners or for more advanced learning where stories may be told using various tenses. Good activity book for practicing conversation, verb conjugations, comprehension, and sentence structure.

**Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 84 pages.**
**LFK22** .................................................Book, $28.95

---

**THE CONJUGATION GAME BOOK-PRESENT TENSE**
This reproducible book contains games to teach the -ar, -ir and -er verbs in the present tense. The games help to drill the verb endings with the appropriate subject. **Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 57 pages.**

**CAR1532** .................Book, $19.95
**CAR1532CD** ...............Book on CD, $17.95

---

"A HANDS-ON APPROACH TO CULTURE"
Each country activity packet contains the following: 1. A student research sheet with answer key provided in Spanish and English in order to accommodate students' language level. 2. A geography-based listening comprehension activity also provided in Spanish and English. Transparency answer key provided. 3. A crossword puzzle to reinforce geography concepts learned. 4. Cultural coloring sheets. 5. A hands-on cultural activity. 6. Recipes of typical dishes.

**TL242** Spain, $18.95
**TL243** Mexico, $18.95
**TL244** Peru, $18.95
**TL245** Costa Rica, $18.95
**TL246** Puerto Rico, $18.95
**TL247** Set of All 5, $89.95

---

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
BIG PHOTO FLASHCARDS
New images, bigger-than-ever cards, updated word lists—everything you asked for!
Flashcards and bingo games with
32 topic-related vocabulary words. The flashcards are a full 8"x11" with vocab in English, Spanish, French and German, plus a blank space to add your own language on the back. We've even included a reproducible study sheet for the students.
TDE1411 Animals ................................................... $20.95
TDE1401 Body Parts............................................... $20.95
TDE1405 Classroom Nouns ............................... $20.95
TDE1408 Clothing ................................................ $20.95
TDE1520 Family ................................................... $20.95
TDE1407 Food ......................................................... $20.95
TDE1409 Fruit........................................................ $20.95
TDE1412 Household .............................................. $20.95
TDE1402 Professions............................................... $20.95
TDE1522 Season & Weather................................. $20.95
TDE1521 Time ......................................................... $20.95
TDE1404 Transportation ....................................... $20.95
TDE6000 Set of All 12.......................................... $229.00

E-MAIL WRITING ASSIGNMENTS FOR SPANISH CLASS
30 fun writing assignments!
Students send and answer e-mail from each other. E-mail includes descriptions, situations and role-plays. Some topics covered are: classes, computer games, motorcycles, tattoos, earrings, shopping, eating, a visit to a doctor, a visitor from Mars, famous actors-singers, an exchange student and more!
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 38 pages.
CAR1521..............Book, $19.95
CAR1521CD.........Book on CD, $17.95

SPANISH CHAT BOOSTERS
(B-I)
Unique conversation enrichment handouts on 64 themes. They give students tons to say beyond the text. Packed with 1,000’s of questions, sentences, expressions, vocabulary and choices. Student resource for paired speaking, homework, projects and skits. Huge teacher time-saver for speaking prompts and to supplement chapters.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 105 pages.
MFP0731..............Book, $25.95

CREATE A CONVERSATION- A SPANISH DIALOG ACTIVITY
Engage your students in useful everyday conversation in dialog format with these innovative sets of versatile "phrase/expression" cards. Students design and create their very own dialogs! Each set of cards covers frequently used vocabulary and a variety of common topics in a question and answer format. Includes 15 sets of color coded cards (3 sets each of 5 different sets of cards).
CAR15950..............Cards, $21.95
CAR15950CD.........Book on CD, $18.95

¡VAMOS A COMMUNICARnos!
(B-A)
This book contains a treasure trove of journal writing prompts and picture descriptions for all levels of Spanish students. Students are encouraged to be creative by describing a variety of scenes and answering questions about their daily lives. Use the prompts at the beginning of class as a warm-up or at the end of class to wind down the period.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 112 pages.
CAR15502...............Book, $22.95
CAR15502CD......Book on CD, $20.95

SÓLO CINCO PREGUNTAS
Each book includes 50 communicative, "ready to use" activities and a blank template that teachers can use to create their own activities. Uses a four step format to engage an entire class in simultaneous conversation using all three modes of communication. Discussion topics range from friends, teachers, music and shopping to thoughts, feelings and emotions.
Each book is softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.
CAR101 .......................Basic Book, $14.95
CAR101CD..............Basic Book on CD, $13.95
CAR102 ...............Intermediate Book, $14.95
CAR102CD .........Intermediate Book on CD, $13.95
CAR103 ....................Advanced Book, $14.95
CAR103CD ..........Advanced Book on CD, $13.95

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • American Express • Pay Pal
### SPANISH BABBLIN BUBBLES

Turn your classroom into a Spanish comic strip and get students excited about speaking! Hang these talking bubble cards from the ceiling (easy instructions included). Use them to teach expressions and as flash cards, a class set for speaking activities, a visible repertoire for the students, or small posters. Each set of bubble cards has 24 cards, each with an amusing illustration in color.

4 Different Sets Are Available. Each set is on a different theme and has:
- 24 color expression bubbles printed on 8 1/2"x11" glossy cardstock
- a sheet of all 24 expressions and meanings (for students)
- a sheet of notes, including at least 40 variations (for students)
- instructions for hanging and uses

| SET 1: Politeness- 24 expressions for basic social interaction
| MFP001..........................................................Set 1-Politeness, $28.75 |

| SET 2: Classroom- 24 expressions to help students cope in class
| MFP002...................................................................Set 2-Classroom, $28.75 |

| SET 3: Fun Expressions- 24 expressions for reacting to situations and playfully teasing others
Ex.: Está loco (a) ¡Pobrecito (a)! ¡Basta! Tranquilo tronco. (Chill, dude.) Estoy frito (a). ¡Tú molas! (You rock!) No me molestes! No puedo más. ¡Guácala! (Eew!) and more with 40 variations. Beginner or intermediate level. |
| MFP003....................................................................Set 3-Fun Expressions, $28.75 |

| SET 4: Question Cues- 24 great question starters for conversations; most interrogatives included
| MFP004.....................................................................Set 4-Question Cues, $28.75 |

| MFP005......................................................................Sets 1-4, $99.00 |

### 125 EASY-TO-USE ORAL ACTIVITIES FOR FIRST-YEAR SPANISH (B)

Twenty-six chapters covering vocabulary and grammar. Students talk about themselves and others, sing and describe visuals, while focusing on the vocabulary or grammar concept in the chapter. There is a grading rubric to facilitate oral test evaluation. Oral practice covers basic vocabulary and grammar in Level one: AR, ER, IR verbs in the present tense, food, weather, greetings, classroom objects, colors, clothes, ser-estar, gustar, tener, pronouns, food, time, days of the week, and more! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 52 pages.

| TDB1380 ..................................................Book, $37.95 |

### 130 EASY TO USE ORAL ACTIVITIES FOR INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED SPANISH (I-A)

Students talk about themselves and others, sing and describe visuals, while focusing on the vocabulary or grammar concept in the chapter. Students can speak Spanish the entire class! Includes rubrics. Oral practice covers present, preterite, imperfect, future, present perfect, past perfect, present and imperfect subjunctive, commands, superlatives and comparatives, if clauses, reflexive verbs, pronouns and more! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.

| TDB1407 ............................................................Book, $37.95 |

### LET'S LEARN SPANISH IN TEAMS!

200 Activities and 65 Projects for Level One Spanish! Students work in teams of four and then divide into two pairs to get information to use in a project. The two pairs then return to their teams of four and use information from their pair work to complete a fun project! Lots of practice in Vocabulary, Grammar, Culture, Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing to meet specific teacher needs! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 136 pages.

| CAR15208.................................................Book/Teacher's Guide, $32.95 |
| CAR15208CD................................................Book/Teacher's Guide on CD, $28.95 |
LET'S CHAT! Creative Communicative Activities for All Language Learners
Let's Chat! brings speaking back to the classroom with 87 creative, innovative and highly interactive activities to spark every level of verbal interaction from beginner to advanced. Let's Chat! features extensive examples in English, Spanish and French; numerous vocabulary card and activity page templates; simple step-by-step instructions with many optional extensions and variations; activities with the multiple intelligences in mind; interdisciplinary exercises; and activities for beginning, intermediate and advanced levels. Softcover, 8 1/2"x11", 160 pages.
DOL9401..................................................Book, $24.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH CONVERSATION
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Conversation is the go-to guide for expanding your conversational fluency. Organized into 12 units, it presents realistic everyday dialogues, followed by helpful instruction on correct syntax and word usage, as well as lots of conversation-ready phrases. Each dialogue is also followed by a variety of exercises that give the opportunity to put new concepts into action and encourage you to construct your own personalized conversation. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 186 pages.
86361.................................................................Book, $15.95

CHARLEMS Y ESCRIBAMOS EN ESPANOL
Chats are organized by grammatical complexity, beginning with present tense and building to preterite and imperfect, future, and subjunctive, and revolve around common themes such as family, personality and preferences. Chats progress from novice to intermediate, all in one book. Spiralbound, 9"x11", 45 pages.
TDB4803......................................................Book, $29.95

30 PROJECTS ON COMMUNICATING IN SPANISH
Looking for creative projects that are ready for your photocopier and classroom? You'll get complete project handouts which include directions, samples, rubrics, and teacher "tips" on getting more quality out of your students. Softbound, 58 pages.
TDB145.....................................................Book, $47.95

RADIO XOIR
Students complete pre-listening, listening and post-listening activities that include radio clips of programs from Argentina, Colombia, Costa Rica, Mexico, Puerto Rico and España. There are a total of 40 radio segments that include a variety of themes such as soccer, weather, commercials, news, sports, music, tango and more! Great listening practice! Answer sheet is included. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.
CAR603..............Book/Audio CD, $29.95

SPANISH COMMANDS EXERCISE AND ACTIVITY BOOK
Students will learn more about regular and irregular commands while saying and writing tú, usted, vosotros/as, ustedes commands. Includes writing exercises, poems, ads, and a theater section. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 48 pages.
CAR1534.........................Book, $19.95
CAR1534CD.............Book on CD, $17.95

STREETWISE SPANISH WITH AUDIO CD
Features an overview of the "signature" words that differentiate speakers across the Spanish speaking world. Includes an audio CD featuring 30 dialogues from the book, spoken by native speakers from more than 15 countries, and exercises that test a learner's grasp of key slang expressions. Paperback, 6"x9", 336 pages.
6086-1.......................Book/CD, $21.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
REALIA FOR THE SPANISH CLASS
With over 50 different authentic culture items including business cards, maps, price lists, soap, tooth paste and cereal ads, TV schedules, a subway map, road signs, a calendar, a wedding invitation, math problems, horoscopes, stamps and more! Students answer questions based on the realia and do speaking and writing activities that relate to the realia being studied. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 115 pages.
CAR15508...............................................................Book, $24.95
CAR15508CD.................................................. Book on CD, $21.95

FIVE STEPS TO A 5 ON THE ADVANCED PLACEMENT EXAMINATION–SPANISH, With MP3 Disk, (A)
This guide is structured around an ingenious Five-Step Plan. The first step is to develop a study plan, the second builds knowledge, the third and fourth hone test-taking skills and strategies, and the fifth fosters the confidence students need to ace the tests. Sample tests simulate real exams and review material based on the contents of the most recent tests.
Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 330 pages.
88488...............................................................Book/Disk, $25.95

AP SPANISH—QUICK STUDY GUIDE
This three-panel reference guide is color coded to present information in an easy-to-use outline format. This guide helps the student find information quickly, helping to raise grades and make study time more efficient. Each 8-1/2"x11" panel is laminated and three-hole-punched.
BC12385...........................................................$6.95

HOW TO PREPARE FOR SAT II: SPANISH (I-A)
The new SAT II in Spanish differs from the old Achievement Test in that it now includes a listening comprehension section. How to Prepare for the SAT II: Spanish prepares students for this new feature by including a compact disc. The book contains ten up-to-date full-length practice tests with answers, grammar and vocabulary review, and many reading comprehension passages. Questions are answered and explained. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 424 pages.
BAR75617...............................................................Book/Audio CD, $21.95

MCGRAW-HILL’S 500 SPANISH QUESTIONS—ACE YOUR COLLEGE EXAMS
We want you to succeed on your Spanish midterm and final exams.
That's why we've selected these 500 questions to help you study more effectively, use your preparation time wisely, and get your best grades. These questions and answers are similar to the ones you'll find on a typical college exam, so you will know what to expect on test day. Each question includes a concise, easy-to-follow explanation in the answer key.
Paperback, 6"x9", 166 pages.
85105...............................................................Book, $17.95

BARRON’S AP SPANISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE WITH AUDIO CD’S
Updated to reflect the most recent AP Spanish Language and Culture exam, this manual includes: Two full-length practice exams; enclosed audio CDs that supplement the book’s practice exercises and include audio sections for both practice exams and offer listening and comprehension practice; separate practice and review units that provide strategies for improvement and cover: reading comprehension, writing, speaking, vocabulary, and grammar. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 632 pages.
BAR73910......Book/MP3 Audio CD, $26.95
BAR73927........... Book/MP3 Audio CD/CD-ROM, $34.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD Details</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SALSA, SALSA</strong></td>
<td>Elder Sanchez is acknowledged as one of the finest Salsa instructors in Europe. In this DVD he introduces the beginner to the basic Salsa step, the principles of dancing as a couple and the first Salsa turns. This program demonstrates his exciting and sensual style of dance. So whether you're a beginner or you already have the basics, Salsa Salsa will help you develop your technique. 2007 (40 min.) In English. KIF4217 ..........................................................DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOUTH SPAIN-FOOD</strong></td>
<td>Padma Lakshmi embarks on an overland adventure across Southern Spain, tasting the regional gastronomic delights whilst indulging in the local culture. Padma’s journey begins in the Andalucian capital Seville and her journey ends at the world's oldest restaurant in Madrid. (60 min.) In English. PFD2 ..................................................DVD, $24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPAIN: CITIES OF THE WORLD</strong></td>
<td>Spain, a country on the Iberian peninsula, has a 2,000 year old history steeped in art. In Madrid, we take a look at the Royal Palace and the treasures of the Prado, and from here, we take an excursion to Escorial and much more. (2009) 60 min. In English. TVS168 ..................................................DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PANAMA &amp; COLOMBIA (B-A)</strong></td>
<td>Megan McCormick takes an epic trip through Colombia and Panama: two countries that remain refreshingly untouched by mass tourism. Panama, in Central America, is a country world-famous for its canal, with mesmerizing landscapes and vibrant cultural life. She then travels to South America and Colombia where, despite its recent troubles, she discovers an amazingly beautiful country steeped in fascinating history. (2007) 60 min. In English. PGD87 .................................................................DVD, $24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BROTHER AGAINST BROTHER: THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR</strong></td>
<td>Features fascinating archival film and location footage, plus dramatized eyewitness accounts. The Spanish Civil War is an intriguing account of a dark and divided period of Spanish history. With many photographic images, the program features expert interpretation and analyses to provide historical and political background to the war. 2007 (50 min.) In English. KIF7129 ..........................................................DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARCELONA</strong></td>
<td>Globe Trekkier Megan McCormick travels to Barcelona in the Spanish region of Catalonia and discovers a culture that prides itself on being different. With its sun kissed beaches, Gothic palaces it's an Olympian city worthy of the gods and the modernist capital of the world where some of the greatest artists on earth found their fame. Also includes Planet Food - Barcelona. Join Angela May on a culinary journey through Barcelona, a city that is fiercely proud of its culinary traditions yet still on the edge of innovation and modern cuisine. Her adventure starts in Barcelona and takes her to the medieval town Tortosa and on to Ametilla del Mar. Along the way, she samples modern tapas at Inopia, learns the secret to making arroz negro and meets Miss Cava. (2011) 120 min. In English. PGD121 ..........................................................DVD, $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARCELONA: CITIES OF THE WORLD</strong></td>
<td>The capital of Catalonia is one of Europe’s coziest and livable cities. It is famous for its nice weather, good transportation, lots of green areas, and parks full of fountains and statues. Nice and friendly people, a buzzing cultural life, colorful events and the famous Catalanian cuisine is waiting for visitors. (2009) 60 min. In English. TVS105 ..........................................................DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call toll free to place your order 1-800-Applause (277-5287)
SOUTH AMERICA
Explore the heart of the Amazonian rainforest, celebrate Carnival in Rio de Janeiro, visit the glaciars of Patagonia, scale volcanoes, wander through the ancient ruins of Machu Picchu and the Lost City of the Tayrona, trek to Angel Falls or tango till dawn in Buenos Aires! Globe Trekker's South America DVD Box Set offers all these experiences and more! This 3-DVD boxed set contains Bolivia, Peru, Brazil & Rio de Janeiro, Chile & Easter Island, Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador & the Galapagos Islands and Argentina. In English.
PGD149…………………………………………………………………3-DVD Set, $59.95

CUBA TODAY!
From the capital city of Havana to the beautiful seaport of Santiago de Cuba, you will marvel at the forbidden natural beauty of Cuba. Travel to Pinar del Rio and visit the lush tobacco fields that produce the most sought-after cigars in the world. See as sugar plantations and colorful towns unfold before your eyes, then walk the beaches of Matanzas and Cuba's colorful coastline. Cuban people welcome visitors with open arms and their society, with its blend of races and cultures, overflows with a friendly and easy-going hospitality. (2012) 100 min. In English.
QUI4409…………………………………………………DVD, $19.95

PERU:
CITIES OF THE WORLD
The long lost, forgotten cities of South America always were in the imaginations of the masses. In Peru, we can dream ourselves back into the empire of the Incas, into the age of the Sun God and the ruthless conquistadors. We can travel the 1,000 year old Inca trail, travel through the Sacred Valley and take a walk in the amazing ruins of Machu Picchu. (2009)
60 min. In English.
TVS154………………………………………………………………………DVD, $19.95

VENUEZUELA (B-A)
Globe Trekker Ian Wright travels to Venezuela, where Christopher Columbus first set foot on South American soil. He visits such areas and covers such events as the Andes, Hato Pinero, Llaneros, Caracas, Los Roques, Gran Sabana, Kamorata, Devil's Canyon and Angel Falls. (2008) 60 min. In English.
PGD90………………………………………………………………………DVD, $19.95

RUTA 40 ARGENTINA-THE ANDES & PATAGONIA
Zay Harding takes the trip of a lifetime on one of the longest and most spectacular highways in the world. Zay drives to the very end of the mystical Ruta 40, completing a 3,000 mile journey north to south across the entire country. (2015) 120 min. In English.
PGD160………………………………………………………………………DVD, $24.95

7 DAYS-CHILE
Chile was given its name by the Incas who respectfully called it Chili, ‘the country in the south’. Santiago De Chile, the capital of Chile, is dignified, modest and European-looking and also lively, modern and full of Latin temper-ment. The Plaza De Armas is the heart of the city and the historic centre of colonial Santiago that contains the city’s most important buildings. (2012) 52 min. In English.
TVS180………………………………………………………………………DVD, $19.95

7 DAYS-ECUADOR
Ecuador is the smallest of the Andes’ states in South America and a land that derived its name from the Equator. A natural paradise with a living Indian culture and captivating colonial towns that was once part of the Inca Realm and later the sought-after possession of various European colonial powers. (2012) 52 min. In English.
TVS174………………………………………………………………………DVD, $19.95

COSTA RICA
Cost Rica is the poster-child of eco-tourism. Known as the happiest nation in the world, Costa Rica is also ranked as the "greenest" on the planet. This Central American country encompasses rain forests and magnificent mountain landscapes with hundreds of active volcanoes. Visitors will enjoy the animated and lively people and markets of Costa Rica's capital, San Jose, and its interesting slice of life in food, dancing and music. (2015) 120 min., In English.
QUI4478………………………………………………………………………DVD, $19.95
ULTIMATE CENTRAL AMERICA (B-A)
Covers all of the countries of Central America including Honduras, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, La Ruta Maya, Belize, Guatemala and Panama. (2008) 168 min. In English.
PGD93 ...............DVD, $34.95

RUNNING OF THE BULLS
The Festival of San Fermín, Pamplona, Spain is a deeply rooted week-long celebration (July 6-14) of traditional and folklore events. It's most famous event is the Running of the Bulls (encierro). Each morning for 8 consecutive days thousands of men, boys, and some women run a few steps ahead of six, 2000-pound charging bulls on the way to the Bull Ring. The short run passes through four narrow streets of old Santo Domingo. Dressed in traditional white shirts and trousers with a red waistband and neckerchief, these runners display their daring and courage in this world-famous run. (80 min.) In English.
QUI8164 ........................................ DVD, $19.95

LAS POSADAS: CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO
The focus is on the traditions of Christmas in Mexico, not so much on the religious aspects. Witness the pure devotion of the Mexican people to their Virgin of Guadalupe, in addition to feeling the love and power behind her arrival and celebration. Enjoy the entire Christmas holiday season from Dec. 12–Feb. 2nd in Mexico City and Puebla, Mexico. 2008. (25 min.) English and Spanish.
TDV1570 ............................. DVD, $32.95

LA S POSADA S: CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO
The focus is on the traditions of Christmas in Mexico, not so much on the religious aspects. Witness the pure devotion of the Mexican people to their Virgin of Guadalupe, in addition to feeling the love and power behind her arrival and celebration. Enjoy the entire Christmas holiday season from Dec. 12–Feb. 2nd in Mexico City and Puebla, Mexico. 2008. (25 min.) English and Spanish.
TDV1570 ............................. DVD, $32.95

THE CULTURE OF MEXICAN FOOD (B)
Step behind the scenes with Jason, an American high school student, and Ester, a Mexican high school student. Ester introduces Jason to a variety of food during his stay. Discover the spice, the flare, and the reality of the contribution Mexican food has made to the world. 2008 (30 min.) In English.
TDV1921 .............................. DVD, $32.95

QUINCEÑERA
From the preparations to the celebration, share the Quinceañera experience with Marisol and her family. Our guides (Maria, a latina, and Jessica, an American high school student), walk you through the many aspects of this Mexican tradition. Spanish and English, 2006. (25 min.)
TDV1428 ............................. DVD, $32.95

CINCO DE MAYO
Maria and Brett, students from California, take you to the streets of Los Angeles to experience the largest celebration of Cinco de Mayo in the world. Discover what the holiday means and how it is celebrated. Fantastic new video filmed on May 5, 2006. 25 minutes, English and Spanish.
TDV1426 ............................ DVD, $32.95

CONQUISTADORS, AZTECS & INCAS
Part 1 - Conquistadors, Aztecs and Revolution.
Judith Jones travels through Mexico from northern Chihuahua to the central state of Zacatecas learning about the history of the Spanish conquistadors, visiting the pre-Incan Toltec site of Tula, and discovering civilizations which pre-dated the Mayans and Aztecs. Part 2 - Conquistadors, Aztecs & Inquisition. Brianna Barnes travels through Peru exploring the land of the Incas, from Cajamarca to Cuzco, the nearby Sacred Valley, and the ruins of the former Incan fortresses of Ollantaytambo. (2013) 120 min. In English.
PGD142 ........................................ DVD, $24.95

QUINTERNÁ A
From the preparations to the celebration, share the Quinceañera experience with Marisol and her family. Our guides (Maria, a latina, and Jessica, an American high school student), walk you through the many aspects of this Mexican tradition. Spanish and English, 2006. (25 min.)
TDV1428 ............................. DVD, $32.95

FELIZ CINCO DE MAYO ACTIVITIES BOOK
What great fun learning about the history and celebrations of Cinco de Mayo in Mexico and the United States with this book packed with great activities and exercises. Includes customs, fun projects, songs, plays, greeting cards, recipes, crossword puzzles, word searches, games and postcard activities. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 60 pages.
CAR1375 .............................. Book, $21.95
CAR1375CD .................. Book on CD, $19.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
**In English. 2011 (30 min.)**

**Spanish and English.**

**New dramatic footage to share with your students! Join Itzli, a girl from Mexico, and Derrick, an American high school student, to explore the Day of the Dead with its celebrations, preparations and meaning in Oaxaca! 2005, 25 minutes, Spanish and English.**

**TDV1383 .................................................................DVD, $32.95  **

**CAR1355CD......................................................................Book on CD, $15.95**

---

**¡FELIZ DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS! HOLIDAY BOOK**

Students will love all the fun craft projects, speaking and writing activities, recipes, and cultural information. Reproducible. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 41 pages.

**CAR15703 ........................................................................Book, $19.95**

**CAR15703CD......................................................................Book on CD, $17.95**

---

**EL DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS IN GUATEMALA: A STUDENT'S JOURNEY**

Experience el Día de los Muertos in Guatemala with Marielos, a girl from Guate-mala, and Lorenzo, a boy from the U.S., and discover the importance of this family tradition. Join these high-school-age students as they attend a Mayan shaman ceremony in Iximche; see the famous kite festival in Sumpango; visit Chichicastenango; learn about altar customs in Antigua; and taste fíambre in Santiago, Zamora. The activity packet has 15 custom created reproducible activities with an answer key. English/Spanish with subtitles. (25 min.)

**TDV2250 .................................................................................DVD, $32.95**

---

**FELIZ DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS HOLIDAY BOOK**

**Students will love all the fun craft projects, speaking and writing activities, recipes, and cultural information. Reproducible. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 41 pages.**

**CAR15703 ........................................................................Book, $19.95**

**CAR15703CD......................................................................Book on CD, $17.95**

---

**EL DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS**

New dramatic footage to share with your students! Join Itzli, a girl from Mexico, and Derrick, an American high school student, to explore the Day of the Dead with its celebrations, preparations and meaning in Oaxaca! 2005, 25 minutes, Spanish and English.

**TDV1383 .................................................................DVD, $32.95  **

**CAR1355CD......................................................................Book on CD, $15.95**

---

**EL GRECO – MYSTIC UNDER THE BLAZING SUN (B-A)**

Influenced by the icon painting in his home country and his years in Venice as a pupil of Titian, El Greco developed his unmistakable, expressive style: his elongated figures, in flickering forms and lines, and the dramatic character of his landscapes became his hallmark. This informative, entertaining documentary was filmed in the Prado Museum and in churches and cloisters in Toledo where El Greco offset the blazing, summery light with dark, cool colors. This program presents these contrasts in impressive shots and draws a new picture of this artist, whose baffling modernity has still not lost its fascination. In English. 2011 (30 min.)

**KIF4738 .................................................................DVD, $19.95**

---

**CÉSAR CHÁVEZ**

César Chávez dedicated his life to the fight against injustices suffered by migrant farm workers. He founded United Farm Workers of America, an AFL-CIO labor union, giving exploited workers a way to challenge bad conditions and low salaries. His nonviolent stance proved that dedication to a cause can be even more effective than force, and his example continues to inspire individuals and movements worldwide. (30 min.) In English and Spanish.

**SCLV6484 .........................DVD, $39.95**

---

**Goya: From Humble Abode to Royal Palace (B-A)**

This informative documentary traces the development of Francisco Goya from a painter of serene rococo idylls to the creator of surrealistic visions of the subconscious. Goya revealed behind the masks and facades of his contemporaries the demonic nature of humanity, thus destroying the baroque idea of "the divinity of man." Goya began as a cartoon painter, creating designs for the royal tapestry manufactory. Soon, however, he became the most sought-after portraitist of Madrid's high society and was appointed court painter to the King. His paintings breathed the "new bourgeois spirit of the Enlightenment." 2011 (30 min.)

**KIF4737 .................................................................DVD, $19.95**

---

**THE DAYS OF THE DEAD: 30 EXERCISES FOR THE SPANISH CLASS**

This excellent exercise & activities book was created by a Spanish teacher to integrate this unique Mexican holiday into a fun language-learning experience. In Spanish with answer keys and translations in English. The exercises are greatly varied into crossword puzzles, word searches, essays, true and false, fill in the blanks, matching, crafts, recipes, vocabulary exercises, sentence completions and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 72 pages.

**CAR1355...........................................................................Book, $17.95**

**CAR1355CD......................................................................Book on CD, $17.95**
ARTFUL INSTRUCTION-SPANISH
Artful instruction - Spanish provides teachers with a resource for using the lives and works of 10 masters of Spanish and Latin American art as a context for the acquisition of language and culture. The instructional units are in both Spanish and English. Artful Instruction - Spanish also includes a guide for teachers to help students understand, interpret and discuss works of art. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 85 pages.

PABLO PICASSO (B-A)
Born in Malaga, Picasso was an innovativemaster of various media and as one of the most prolific artists in history, creating more than 20,000 paintings, sculptures, prints, and ceramics using all kinds of materials. Unlike many artists of his calib er, Picasso was an international celebrity as well as a profoundly influential figure in the art world. (50 min.) In English. KIF2661 ..........................................................DVD, $19.95

JOAN MIRÓ (B-A)
Born near Barcelona in 1893, Joan Miró was admitted to the Academy of Fine Arts in Barcelona at the age of 14. Miró drew on memory and fantasy to create works of art that are visual metaphors of surrealist poetry. (50 min.) In English. KIF2668..............DVD, $19.95

NI UN DÍA SIN POESÍA
(B-A)
30 poems by 22 Hispanic poets will give your class an insight into Hispanic culture. Divided into sections for both first-year and intermediate-to-advanced students, this book also gives a biography of the poets, vocabulary hints and fun grammar exercises with take-home assignments. All levels. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 138 pages. TDB89 ..........................................................Book, $40.95

GARCIA LORCA
FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Your students will have fun learning about and studying the poetry of one of Spain’s greatest poets, García Lorca! Poems are grouped for Levels 1-2 and Levels 3-4. Activities include vocabulary, sopa de letras, crucigramas, grammar, reading, speaking, short skits, singing, drawings, making PPTs and more. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 88 pages. CAR1740 .............................................Book, $24.95 CAR1740CD .................Book on CD, $21.95

VELÁZQUEZ,
THE PAINTER OF PAINTERS
Although he left a legacy of little more than one hundred canvases, Velázquez has exerted an enormous influence on other painters, particularly over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Manet declared him "the painter of painters." Between August 17 and December 30, 1957, Picasso locked himself away with a copy of Las Meninas (Maids of Honor) and painted 40 variations on the picture. And Francis Bacon was obsessed with Velázquez's portrait of Innocent X. Las Meninas is widely considered to be the masterpiece of masterpieces and the enigma it presents has provoked endless speculation on what it reveals about Velázquez and his artistic intentions. 2009 (56 min.) In English. KIF4552 ..........................................................DVD, $19.95

ÁCCEENT ON ART (B-A)
The lives and works of Picasso, Kahlo, Rivera and other Spanish and Mexican artists help Spanish students improve their vocabulary, knowledge of art, history, geography and culture of Mexico and Spain. Accent on Art is a comprehensive collection of readings about ten artists, their lives and works, with questions, vocabulary practice sheets, map activities, timelines with corresponding worksheets, and other useful activities appropriate for the high school student. Softbound, 8-1/2'x11", 80 pages. VP1836 ..........................................................Book, $21.95

SA LVA D O R  D A LÍ (B-A)
Born in Spain in 1904, Salvador Dali was one of the 20th century's most controversial and celebrated artists. Famous for his outrageous personality, Dali was not limited to one media; he worked in oils, watercolors, drawings, graphics, sculptures, and jewelry. He produced films, illustrated and wrote many books, and created theatrical sets and costumes. Dali was practically a one-man artistic movement. (50 min.)
LATIN AMERICA WRITERS - STUDY GUIDES
Introduce the life and works of great Latin American writers with these study guides. Each contains background information, exercises for developing vocabulary and reading comprehension, and topics for further discussion and research. (23-30 pages.)
TL153 .............................................. Gabriel García Márquez, $12.95
TL154 .............................................. Jorge Luis Borges, $12.95
TL155 .............................................. Gabriela Mistral, $12.95

SPANISH/MEXICAN PAINTERS ACTIVITY PACKETS (B-A)
All activities are provided both in English and Spanish. Each packet includes:
1. A student research sheet.
3. A set of discussion questions.
4. A student drawing sketch designed for students to color a particular painting from each painter.
5. A color overhead transparency to go along with the student drawing sketch.
6. Discussion questions based on the painting.
TL231 ................................................................................... Velázquez, $18.95
TL232 ................................................................................... El Greco, $18.95
TL233 ................................................................................... Goya, $18.95
TL234 ................................................................................... Murillo, $18.95
TL235 ................................................................................... Picasso, $18.95
TL236 ................................................................................... Dalí, $18.95
TL237 ................................................................................... Sorolla, $18.95
TL238 ................................................................................... Rivera, $18.95
TL239 ................................................................................... Kahlo, $18.95
TL240 ................................................................................... Orozco, $18.95
TL241 ................................................................................. Set of all 10, $170.00

Various Teaching Tools

MUSIC THAT TEACHES SPANISH (BE)
(¡Música que Enseña Español !)
13 original songs and 5 original rhymes for the beginning Spanish student in K-6th grades. Audio CD featuring the author's voice and guitar, accompanied by full orchestration. Each selection has an a, b, c, and d page:
a. Song is transcribed in musical notation, for piano and with guitar chords and lyrics in Spanish and English.
b. Teaching suggestions introduce and describe creative class games and activities.
c. Song appears in an illustrated format so students can recognize vocabulary via drawings.
d. Creative hands-on activities for each song, including templates, flashcards, worksheets, game boards, drawing projects and more!
DOL8001CD ......................................................... Audio CD/Book, $31.95

CANTOS, RITMOS Y RIMAS (B-A)
Liven up the Spanish class with these original and exciting chants set to authentic beats such as Salsa and Rhumba, accompanied by native instruments. They teach and reinforce many different topics such as weather and occupations or grammatical points such as double object pronouns and commands by using these more than 20 selections.
VP18 ................................................. Audio CD/Book, $29.95
CANTOS CALIENTES (B-A)
Grammatical and other necessary concepts such as por/para question words, preterite/imperfect, and 8 songs on the stubborn present and past subjunctive, are taught to the lively accompaniment of Tango, Flamenco, Salsa, Merengue, Andean, Columbia, Tex-Mex and more! The book contains words to the 20 songs, close-type listening activities, and other exercises. Accompanying one hour tape is recorded by professional musicians. (Vocals by native speakers.) Musically accompanied chants are on one side and music alone is on the other.
VP19 .................................................................Audio CD/Book, $29.95

MARIACHI . . . Y MAS (I)
Contains words to 16 songs, listening exercises and grammar, comprehension, vocabulary and prepoetry exercises. The tape by professional Mexican mariachis contains 16 new and old favorites like Las Mananitas, Cuatro Milpas, Rancho Grande, Una Paloma Blanca, Cielito Lindo . . . y más!
VP17 .................................................................Audio CD/Book, $29.95

FIESTAS (B-I)
Ten reading selections (in simple Spanish) with games and language learning activities teach about holidays and celebrations in Spanish-speaking countries. Topics include: Dia de los Muertos, La Quinceañera, Cinco de Mayo, Parades, Dia del Amor y la Amistad, Parada Puertorriqueña, Mes de la Hispanidad, La Navidad, Semana Santa and Carnivals in América Latina. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 64 pages.
TL294 ...............................................................Book, $19.95
TL294CD .............................................................Book on CD, $15.95

BIG BOOK OF SPANISH REALIA, VOL. 1 & VOL. 2 (I-A)
Authentic pieces of "realia" from Latin American countries gathered together in this fantastic book – basic, definitive Spanish Realia! Full of menus, maps, recipes, brochures, on-site photographs, etc., over 1,000 snapshots of Latin American life. Divided in 10 categories such as Food, Fashion, Pop Culture, Family and Home, Shopping, etc., each with 15 activities. You can reproduce all the pieces of Realia, use our activities and create your own. Two three ring binders, 12"x11", 423 pages.
TDB3539 ..................Set of 2 Books, $94.95
TDB3539CD ..................Book on CD, $91.95

¡VAMOS A ESTUDIAR LA CULTURA DE LOS PAÍSES DEL MUNDO HISPANO! (B-A)
Add a little salsa to your classroom with this culture activity book filled with creative activities to teach Hispanic culture and encourage class participation. You’ll find activities based on holidays, food, newspapers, music, community, geography, and more. Geared for all levels of Spanish. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 109 pages.
CAR15802 ..................Book, $21.95
CAR15802CD ..........Book on CD, $19.95

675+ TIERED ACTIVITIES FOR SPANISH CLASS
675+ Tiered Activities adjusts the degree of difficulty of a particular task to match various students' level of readiness. With over 675 Tiered Activities covering 75 topics with three levels (Basic, Proficient and Advanced), this book will address all of the skill levels within your World Language class. All levels. 10" x 11-1/2". 3-Ring Binder, 170 pages.
TDB4221 ..................Book, $50.95

101 IDEAS FOR THE SPANISH CLUB
Use the variety of ideas in this book to plan activities for your Spanish club. Charts help you organize committees, materials, and other needed items. Decide on the goal of the activity, where to hold the event, time needed to plan and a target date. A review-rating for each activity helps determine if the activity was a success. Use the mission statement page, the initiation ceremony/script and certificate to facilitate the operation of your Spanish Club. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 122 pages.
CAR1528 ..................Book, $26.95
CAR1528CD ..........Book on CD, $23.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
S-17
Spanish vocabulary and the present tense with fun activities. Covers subjects such as: alphabet, family, numbers, professions, days, months, time, body parts, adjectives, emotions, food, weather, clothing, colors, neighborhood, home, prepositions, sports, transportation, present tense of regular, irregular and reflexive verbs and imperative. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 120 pages.

LFK18 ............................................Book, $25.95

JUEGOS PARA LA CLASE DE ESPAÑOL (B-A)
Review Spanish verb conjugations in any tense and vocabulary through fun board games. Book covers basic conversational skills, the house, numbers 1-10, foods, weather, transportation, clothing, daily activities, animals, regular, irregular and reflexive verbs. Games may be played directly from the book or enlarged and colored making each game unique. Book comes with present regular & irregular verb conjugations. Games are printed with and without text. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.

LFK 3 ...........................................Book, $28.95

SKINNY SKITS (B)
A collection of short, simple and funny sketches for beginning Spanish students. This hilarious assortment of skits reinforces objectives commonly taught in first year Spanish, including introductions, alphabet, classroom, body parts, tener expressions, weather, seasons, family, foods, clothing, furniture, telling time and daily activities. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.

DOL6179..............................Book, $24.95

COMEDIAS CORTAS
Comedias Cortas contains 33 pithy, droll, lively and engaging short plays (or long skits) for students learning Spanish at the late-beginner to mid-intermediate level. Written in Spanish, with stage directions in English, each "obrita" takes approximately 8-12 minutes to perform, and has roles for 3-8 actors. With the humor geared to the sensibilities of adolescent to adult readers, the skits in Comedias cortas are one level higher in complexity from its popular antecedent, Skinny Skits. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 160 pages.

DOL9425..........................Book, $24.95

101 SKITS WITH A POINT OF VIEW EN ESPANOL
And the skits are not your average skits. What sets ¡Improvisaciones! apart from other dialogue books is that each participant in the dialogue presents a different point of view that forces them to respond as if they were another person outside of themselves ¡Improvisaciones! Holds students responsible for higher learning thinking skills in addition to developing new vocabulary and grammatical structures. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 104 pages.

TDB4428.................................Book, $41.95

EASY SPANISH ACTIVITIES (B)
A fun and beautifully illustrated activity book filled with activities such as crossword puzzles, word searches and entertaining exercises specifically designed to make learning enjoyable. Book reviews basic conversational skills, salutations, the alphabet, numbers 1-20, days and months, colors, physical descriptions, food, sports, countries, the city, activities, major holidays, professions, the house, weather, time, parts of the body, clothing, the family and includes vocabulary lists for each subject. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 90 pages.

LFK 1 .............................................Book, $25.95

WEB: applauselearning.com
E-MAIL: info@applauselearning.com
52 JOKES FOR YOUR STUDENTS TO TELL IN SPANISH

Students learn to tell jokes in Spanish! Great for vocabulary, speaking and as cultural ice-breakers. Includes a short vocabulary/grammar section, a teatro del chiste, a culture section, and a writing activity section. Themes include jokes about doctors, Martians, people from Galicia and Lepe, students, elevator, cars, police, soccer and much more! Students work in pairs while practicing and telling a joke. Reproducible.

Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 54 pages.
CAR15707 .......................................................Book, $21.95
CAR15707CD .............................................Book on CD, $19.95

THE BIG BOOK OF SPANISH CROSSWORD PUZZLES

An incredible, ready-made resource of at-your-finger-tips vocabulary exercises for Spanish students! This crossword puzzle collection features real, high-use Spanish words and 120 universal curriculum topics. Crossword puzzles take the drudgery out of word memorization and review – and our resource makes it easy on teachers, too! 3-Ring Binder, 10"x11", 260 pages.
TDB3629.................................................................Book, $60.95

VERBO-Spanish Card Game
VERBO™ is our version of one of the world’s most popular card games! A Michigan Spanish teacher's creation, VERBO™ reinforces verb forms and helps students recognize different conjugations! The game plays just like UNO™. All the rules remain the same except that players change suit by laying down a card of the same verb or verb form instead of using colors and numbers. Just don’t forget to shout ¡VERBO! when you have one card left!

72 cards. $17.95 each.
TDG609..............................................................Present Tense-AR Verbs
TDG610 ............................................................ Present Tense-ER/IR Verbs
TDG611 .............................................................. Tense Stem Changing Verbs
TDG622 .............................................................. Present Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG892 .............................................................. Present Tense Reflexive Verbs
TDG893 .............................................................. Present Subjunctive Regular -AR Verbs
TDG894 ...... Present Subjunctive Regular -ER & -IR Verbs
TDG895 ...... Present Subjunctive Verbs with Irregular "yo" Forms & Stem-Changing Verbs
TDG896 .............................................................. Present Subjunctive Irregular Verbs & Orthographic (Spell-Change) Verbs
TDG623 .............................................................. Preterite Tense-AR Verbs
TDG624 .............................................................. Preterite Tense ER/IR Verbs
TDG625 .............................................................. Preterite Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG626 .............................................................. Imperfect-AR Verbs
TDG627 .............................................................. Imperfect-ER/IR Verbs
TDG628 .............................................................. Future Tense Regular Verbs-AR/ER/IR
TDG630 .............................................................. Future Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG631 .............................................................. Irregular Conditional-AR/ER/IR Verbs

COGNATE FRENZY EN ESPAÑOL

This game is filled with first-year level vocabulary and pop culture items, as well as hundreds of cognates to help your students realize how much Spanish they already know just by knowing their own English language! The game includes two vocabulary lists with translations of all cards for any words your students may not know right off the bat. Glossy cardstock in a storage box.
TDG650..............................................................Game, $39.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
MONOPOLY (Spanish Version) (B-A)
The world's most popular game, now in Spanish, adds fun to foreign language education in the classroom, language club, or any situation to reinforce already learned material. Players use Pesetas to buy properties named for locations in Spain.

PMNS-1 .........................$29.95

CON TUS PALABRAS (B-I)
This entertaining game helps students learn and use verb forms and tenses. Players also develop vocabulary and language skills associated with expressions of time. Contains a colorful playing board, 66 cards, dice and instructions.

DIS777...............Game, $24.95

VIAJE POR ESPAÑA (B-I)
Players develop their knowledge of Spain by simulating a road trip. The game consists of a board that maps a route through Spain. The "travelers" learn about cities, points of interest and customs and festivals. There are 2 decks of 66 cards containing questions about grammar, geography, idioms, vocabulary, history and riddles. Instruction manual contains rules, suggestions for other activities, information about cities and Internet sites.

DIS4668 ..............................Game, $24.95

VAMOS AL MERCADO! (B)
In this game the players try to be the first to purchase all the items on their shopping list. The game can also be played as a bingo game. Contains 66 cards showing food and drink, 36 shopping lists that can also be used as bingo cards, instructions, suggestions for further activities, quizzes, recipes and figures of speech related to food.

DIS3707...............Game, $24.95

CAMPEONATO DE ESPAÑOL (B-I)
Test your knowledge of Spanish and Spanish-speaking countries with this exciting game which expands the student's language learning experience through questions concerning culture, traditions, geography, the environment, idioms and leisure activities. Contains: an illustrated board, two decks of 66 cards (2 levels of difficulty), 60 colored stickers, a die and instructions.

DIS3752...............Game, $24.95

LA ISLA DE LAS PREPOSICIONES (B)
In this game players are asked to identify the characters and objects in the illustration. In doing so, they develop an understanding of the use of prepositions and accompanying articles. Contains a colorful board with an illustration of the island, a deck of 66 cards, 60 coins, instructions, solutions and suggestions for further activities.

DIS3653.........................Game, $24.95

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • American Express • Pay Pal
CUÉNTAME: 286 SPANISH CONVERSATION CARDS
Enliven any class at any time! Easy conversation practice for all levels. Each playing-card-sized card contains a personal conversation-starting question. Pairs or small groups have cards with the questions for students to ask and answer. An idea-filled teacher’s guide is included in the box. CPL564 ...................................................Game, $29.95

SPANISH VOCAB SMASH GAMES
Play a card from your hand, and place a chip on the matching image on the game board. The first person to get four in a row yells "Vocab Smash" and wins! "Stinky Steal" and "Wild" cards add hilarious twists and turns to the action. Learning has never been so much fun! 2-32 players. Contains eight game boards (10 x 7 inches), eight decks of 43 cards each (3 x 2 inches per deck), 480 colored chips, instructions, and game box.

PREGUNTAS ENCADENADAS (B-I)
Preguntas Encadenadas is an entertaining game in which players have to match answers with the appropriate questions as quickly as possible. The person who first gets the correct answer, reads the next question. This fast and fun game consists of 2 decks of 66 cards and an instruction manual containing rules of play, suggestions for other activities, Internet sites and a selection of tongue twisters. Preguntas Encadenadas is great for building vocabulary, practicing questions and verb forms, and developing communication skills through mini-dialogues. DIS4712 ..............................................................Game, $24.95

BINGO DE LOS VERBOS (B-I)
This game is designed to provide review and practice of verbs included in basic vocabulary. Students are asked to match written words with the appropriate pictures. The instructions provide suggestions for many variations of the game. Contains 66 cards, 36 game boards and instructions.
DIS1789 ........................................................................Game, $24.95

¡TODOS DE FIESTA! (B-I)
¡Todos de fiesta! is a game of dominoes that helps make learning verb forms fun. It also develops students’ vocabulary and familiarizes them with aspects of Spanish culture using the theme of a free time activity: a garden party. The game consists of 48 domino pieces and an instruction booklet including the rules and ideas for further activities.
DIS4767 .............................................................................Game, $24.95

¡SIGUE LA PISTA! (B)
How much do students know about the Spanish speaking world? Teach them about people, places, products and points of interest while building language skills. Contains 66 photographic cards and instructions.
DIS9341.............................................................................Game, $24.95

¿QUIÉN ES? (B-I)
The aim of this card game is to teach and/or review the vocabulary involved in describing people. Each player draws a card with the description of a person on it. The others must then ask yes/no questions to figure out the identity of the mystery person. Accompanying instructions provide suggestions for many variations of the game. Contains 2 packages of 33 cards and instructions.
DIS1734 .............................................................................Game, $24.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
HAZ LA MALETA! (B)
In this entertaining game players pack a suitcase using all the items on a list. The game helps students learn, practice and correctly use words associated with clothing and accessories. Contains: a deck of 66 photo-cards, a deck of 66 cards with clues and scores, an hourglass and instructions.
DIS9297.........................................................Game, $24.95

EL GRAN JUEGO DE LOS VERBOS (B-I)
A great new game to help conjugate verbs. Each student chooses a card showing a verb in the infinitive, throws 3 dice (pronouns, tense determiners, verbal forms), then builds a sentence according to the outcome. 100 cards, 3 dice plus Teacher's Guide.
DIS3130 .................................................................Game, $24.95

CUCHARAS (B)
Spanish Version of the Classic Card Game Spoons
Students reinforce verbs in Spanish. The first student who gets two correct pairs of cards (four cards total) grabs a spoon from the middle of the group, and the other students must grab the remaining spoons. The student who does not grab fast enough and is left without a spoon receives a letter in spelling of "Cucharas". At the end of the game, the student with the least letters wins. Great for first-year students. 15 minute play time; two to four players; 64 cards 3"x4"; 4 multi-colored spoons, all in a hard plastic storage box.
TDG734....................................Stem Changing Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $19.95
TDG733.................................Go Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $19.95
TDG732.........................ER and IR Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $19.95
TDG731..........................AR Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $19.95

LA GUERRA (B)
"La guerra" is our Spanish language version of the "War" card game we all love to play. Students practice numbers 0-100 written in Spanish and sit on the edge of their seats in eager anticipation of who will flip the highest card to win each round. Watch as their excitement grows when a "combatar!" card pops up and a "War" begins! Two to four players. 80 cards (3"x4") in a hard plastic storage box.
TDG727.................................................................Game, $19.95

ORACION ADICCION - SENTENCE BUILDING CARD GAME
Our ¡Oración Adicción! game will have your students addicted to constructing proper sentences, all while learning the hardest first-year verbs. They will also learn how to make a sentence using the Spanish "No" for bonus points. The "objeto" vocabulary is illustrated and Voces-aligned. Each deck is for two to four players. Laminated.
58 cards in a storage case.
TDG778.................................Ser and Estar, $19.95
TDG777.................................Saber and Conocer, $19.95
TDG779.................................Tener and Venir, $19.95

¡ORACIÓN ADICCIÓN!

LO TIENES! GAME
Students have a ball as they race to be the first to guess Spanish vocab words that match clues on cards. Whether you're introducing, reinforcing, or reviewing essential first-year Spanish vocab topics, this fun and fast-paced vocab game will keep your students engaged up to the very last minute of class! Simply get your students in groups, pass out the decks, and let the fun begin! Three or more players. Contains 210 cards and rules of play.
TDG805.........................................................Game, $24.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
FICHAS CARD GAME (B/I)
Teach and reinforce high-frequency verb conjugation with this fast-paced game. Students match the subject fichas with the conjugated verb cards as fast as they can! The student who runs out of fichas first is the winner! Three to five players. Each game contains 78 verb cards, one timer, one answer key and materials to make 80 fichas.
TDG788.................Present Tense Card Game, $44.95
TDG789........Present Subjunctive Card Game, $44.95
TDG790.............Preterite Tense Card Game, $44.95

200+ GAMES FOR THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
This excellent book is crammed full of games that can be played in any foreign language classroom. Covers body parts, classroom objects, clothing, countries/cities, days, months, weather, family, food, grammar, home, numbers, prepositions/directions, time, alphabet, animals, colors, commands, conversation, culture, and greetings. Formerly published as 100+ Games and 100+ More Games for the Foreign Language Classroom. Softcover, 8-1/2”x11”, 64 pages.
CAR3529 ..................Book, $19.95
CAR3529CD ..........Book on CD, $17.95

ALPHABET SOUP
Foreign Language Game Book
K-12, Monolingual, Friendly Fun games and activities with examples in English, Spanish, French and German! Covers 26 categories including colors, numbers, food, weather, time, house, professions, nature, and more! Includes adaptations for over 100 common children’s games, 20 simple matching card game instructions, and more!
Paperback, 8-1/2”x11”, 96 pages.
CAR504 ......................Book, $17.95
CAR504CD ........Book on CD, $15.95

SCRABBLE (Spanish Version) (B-A)
The all-time favorite word game, now available in Spanish as a supplement to foreign language education. Spell words to score points, longest words and hardest letters score the most. The highest point total wins. Excellent for vocabulary building, spelling practice. Letters are supplied in the proper mix for use in Spanish language.
Board, 100 alphabet tiles, four racks.
PSCS-1 ..................Game, $24.95

THE FLAGS OF SPAIN, MEXICO AND PUERTO RICO
Desk or wall flags to create "atmosphere" in the classroom. Brightly colored nylon on ebonized staff with gift spear. Base is also ebonized.
PKS-12 Spain
PKM-13 Mexico
PKP-14 Puerto Rico.
Each 4”x6” Flag w/Base, $4.95
PKS-16 Spain
PKM-17 Mexico
PKP-18 Puerto Rico
Each 8”x12” Flag w/Base, $12.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
INTRO TO VERB FORMS/TENSES SPANISH POSTERS (SET OF 4)
This poster set gives Spanish example sentences (and English translations) for seven different tenses/forms. All examples use the same verb and pronoun. Each example is labeled with the name of the tense/form it represents, and visual cues within the illustrations help students to identify when in time the action takes place. Set of 4 posters. 13” x 19”, cardstock.
TDP1891 ......Bulletin Board Set, $17.00

NEW!

POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES AND PETS SPANISH MINI-POSTER SET
Tackle this topic with funny examples! Pets and their eccentric owners demonstrate the use of possessive adjectives. Set includes title card, chart of possessive adjectives, and 13 weird and wonderful illustrated example sentences. Fifteen 12” x 12” mini posters. Cardstock.
TDY319.........Bulletin Board Set, $25.00

NEW!

-spanish verb posters
Set of 6 posters includes tener, al presente; estar, al presente; ser, al presente; los verbos en "ar," al presente; los verbos en "ir," en presente; and los verbos en "er," en presente. 18"x24".
POS205......Set of 6 Posters, $29.95

NEW!

ARCHIVAL POSTERS
Set of 6 posters includes tener, al presente; estar, al presente; ser, al presente; los verbos en "ar," al presente; los verbos en "ir," en presente; and los verbos en "er," en presente. 18"x24".
POS206.........Card Set, $19.95

SPANISH DOOR SIGNS
Set of 6 signs includes ¡Hablar español es divertido!; ¡Bienvenidos a la clase de español!; Aquí se habla español; ¡Sonrían y entren!; Leer un libro es descubrir un nuevo mundo; and Tengan una actitud positiva. 18"x8" each.
POS200 ......Set of 6 Signs, $11.95

NEW!

SPANISH PHOTO POSTER SET
Set of 4 posters: ¡Caray! ¡Otro verbo nuevo! Set of 4 posters: ¡Caray! ¡Otro verbo nuevo!; ¿Qué? ¿Hay examen hoy?; ¡Oh no! ¡Me olvidé de mi tarea!; and ¡Tienes mi atención! 12"x18" each.
POS201 ...Set of 4 Posters, $11.95

NEW!

SPANISH VERB CONJUGATION BULLETIN BOARD SET
This bright, easy-to-read set is excellent for mastering the confusing formal and informal uses. Remind your students of the proper root endings. Set of 8, 11"x17". Cardstock.
TDY231 .....Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

NEW!

ENDINGS AND CONSTRUCTIONS SPANISH POSTERS (SET OF 7)
Hang each poster as you cover the information on it, building a wall of endings/constructions for students to refer to! Set of seven posters. 13” x 19”, cardstock.
TDP1894 ......Bulletin Board Set, $29.95
CHARACTER BUILDING SPANISH SIGNS (SET OF 12)
Help your students develop integrity with 12 character building classroom signs. Each sign includes a different character trait: "Embrace Diversity," "Never Give Up," plus 10 more—all in Spanish. Hang them all over your room, and create a nurturing, hopeful atmosphere in your classroom.
Set of 12 signs. 19" x 7". Cardstock. TDP1849......Bulletin Board Set, $23.95

SPANISH COMMON PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Expressive children's faces paired with Spanish phrases make excellent visual cues and memory aids for your students. Use them as flashcards and hang them on a bulletin board. This set contains 15 common phrases every student needs to know. 11"x8" mini posters. Not laminated. Heavy cardstock. TDY237......Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

SPANISH PAST TENSE VERBS BULLETIN BOARD SET
This easy-to-read bulletin board set is excellent for mastering Spanish past tense -ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your students of the proper verb endings. Available as a set of eight, 11"x17", on cardstock. TDY278........Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

SPANISH PAST IMPERFECT VERBS BULLETIN BOARD SET
This stylish bulletin board set is excellent for mastering Spanish Preterito imperfecto, ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your students of the proper verb endings. Available as a set of eight, 11"x17", on cardstock. TDY282........Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

ASK ME? SPANISH BULLETIN BOARD SET
Help your students ask their top 10 questions in Spanish. Our student poll reported the third most frequent query was for water. Number two on the list: asking for a pencil (or pen). I'll bet you know what the number one is! This bulletin board set includes your humble request to say "please", plus the top 10 questions printed on 8"x11" cardstock TDY275.................Bulletin Board Set, $24.95

COMUNI-CARTAS, Set 1
20 posters with 160 selected expressions to give students things to say in class. On card stock, each 8-1/2"x11" card has 8 expressions and their translations. Al agua patos. Es un robo. Lo dudo. ¡Qué asco! Se me olvidó. Dime todo. Dependé. ¡Arriba el son! ¡Así se hace! De película. ¡Qué lío! There are comments for many situations. MFP0112 ..................$14.95

SPANISH PAST IMPERFECT VERBS BULLETIN BOARD SET
This easy-to-read bulletin board set is excellent for mastering Spanish Preterito imperfecto, ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your students of the proper verb endings. Available as a set of eight, 11"x17", on cardstock. TDY278........Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

VOCABULARY/HOLIDAY WALL POSTERS IN FULL COLOR (18"X24")
Charmingly illustrated wall posters, each displaying 20 high-frequency words on a variety of general topics covered in the Spanish classroom.
EPS-10 Sports
EPS-11 Activities
EPS-12 Articles of Clothing
EPS-13 Means of Transportation
EPS-14 On the Farm
EPS-15 At the Zoo
EPS-16 In the Kitchen
EPS-17 Fruit
EPS-18 Vegetables
EPS-19 Halloween
EPS-20 Thanksgiving
EPS-21 Christmas
EPS-22 Happy Valentine
EPS-23 Happy Easter
EPS-24 At School
EPS-25 At the Circus
Each Poster, $7.95

EPS-10-25 ......Complete Set of 16 Posters, $115.00
EPS-19-23 ........Holiday Set of 5, $35.00
SPANISH QUESTION WORD POSTERS
Keep the conversation going with these 10 awesomely amusing and effective memory aids in full color. Great to use with Cuéntame: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards, or any time. Each poster is 11"x14-1/2" and laminated to last. The question words are: ¿Cuándo? ¿Adónde? ¿Cuánto (s)? ¿Cómo? ¿Por qué? ¿A qué hora? ¿Qué? ¿Cuál? ¿Dónde? ¿Quién (es)?
CPL649........................................10 Poster Set, $21.95

SPANISH CONVERSE MORE POSTERS
Keep the conversation clear and flowing with these 10 awesomely amusing and effective memory aids in full color. Great to use with Cuéntame: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards, or any time. Each poster is 11"x14-1/2" and laminated to last. The ten useful sentences and questions are:
¿Cómo se dice? No sé.
¿Qué quiere decir? ¿Qué dijiste?
¿Cómo se pronuncia? No entiendo.
¿Cómo se escribe? No recuerdo.
Habl a más despacio, por favor.
Prefiero no hablar de eso.
CPL656........................................10 Poster Set, $21.95

SPANISH COMMON CLASSROOM PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Contains: Yo necesito ayuda., Habla más despacio, por favor., ¿Cómo se escribe...?, Yo entiendo., Yo tengo una pregunta., ¡No hay de qué!, Yo no sé., Repite, por favor., ¿Qué significa ....? Each Sign: 18"x8".
POS210...............................................Set of 12, $22.95

CLASSROOM RULES IN SPANISH
Six signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" card stock set the tone and standards for your classroom. Use positive messages to let students know what you expect.
TL50 ..................................................$6.95

MORE CLASSROOM RULES IN SPANISH
Six signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" card stock give standards for behavior and study skills. Posting your expectations in Spanish is true authentic instruction!
TL99 ...............................................$6.95
POSADA’S CALAVERAS
BULLETIN BOARD SET SPANISH
This gorgeous bulletin board set introduces students to the work of José Guadalupe Posada, a humble and hardworking print-maker who would come to have a tremendous influence on Mexico's art and cultural identity. Posada's famous calaveras are synonymous with Day of the Dead and symbolic of Mexico's complex relationship with mortality. Posada's original images have been hand-colored by artist María Gómez. Set includes a title card, eight small posters, a biography card, a card that explains the significance of calaveras, and a card that gives the names and dates of each piece of art. **Total of 12 pieces, largest piece 22” x 16”. Laminated.**

TDY314..........................................................Bulletin Board Set, $33.00

HISPANIC HERITAGE BULLETIN BOARD SET
Introduce kids to Hispanic and Latino cultures and the achievers that paved the way. 18 outstanding leaders positively reinforce diversity and multiculturalism. 

Display during Hispanic Heritage Month (September 15-October 15) and all year round. **Discovery Guide. Seven pieces, up to 25-1/2” wide.**

TR8145 .............................................Bulletin Board Set, $10.95

SWEET 16 3RD PERSON PRESENT SPANISH POSTERS
Set of 4 posters of the verbs conjugated in their 3rd person present singular forms. **13” x 19” each. Cardstock.**

TDP2097...............Set of 4 Posters, $20.00

MERCADOS HISPANOS BULLETIN BOARD SET
The Spanish culture is best shown with authentic photos of how they live their daily lives. Display the fresh produce, chocolate, flowers, meats, and fish that Spain and Latin America is known for. **Set of fourteen 12” x 12” authentic photos printed on heavy card stock.**

TDY317.............Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

SWEET 16 INFINITIVES SPANISH POSTERS
Set of 4 posters of the verbs conjugated in their infinitive forms, 13” x 19” each. Cardstock.

TDP2098...............Set of 4 Posters, $20.00

SPANISH REGIONAL FOODS BULLETIN BOARD SET
Teach your students about the culture through their stomachs. Your students will be fascinated with the types of food available throughout the Spanish-speaking world. Show them jamón ibérico from Spain, pozole from Mexico, and how many countries have a type of empanada. Each of the 12 cards highlights a specific dish, the regions where it is most commonly found, and an explanation of what it is. **11 x 17 inches. Cardstock. 12 cards.**

TDY303..........................Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

SWEET 16 3RD PERSON PAST AND IMPERFECT SPANISH POSTERS
Set of 4 posters of the verbs conjugated in their 3rd person past and imperfect singular forms. **13” x 19” each. Cardstock.**

TDP2099...............Set of 4 Posters, $20.00

PRONOUNS PRO SPANISH POSTERS
Post each group as you teach it. **Set of four posters, 15” x 13” each. Cardstock.**

TDP2019...Set of 4 Posters, $17.00

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
**SPANISH POSTERS-SET 1**
A beautiful set of Spanish posters ideal for the classroom or playroom. Perfect for Spanish language teachers and for parents teaching Spanish to their children. In English and Spanish. Complete set of all 5 posters contains: Colores/Colors; Numeros/Numbers; Los Dias de la Semana/Days of the Week; La Familia/The Family: El Tiempo/Weather. Each poster is 11" x 17". LBP3333.................................................Set of All 5 Posters, $39.95

**SPANISH POSTERS-SET 2**
A beautiful set of Spanish posters ideal for the classroom or playroom. Perfect for Spanish language teachers and for parents teaching Spanish to their children. In English and Spanish. Complete set of all 5 posters contains: Regions of Spain; Physical Map of Spain; Mi Cuerpo/My Body; ¿Cómo Te Sientes?/How Do You Feel?; Las Estaciones/Seasons. Each poster is 11" x 17". LBP4444......Set of All 5 Posters, $39.95

**MARCAS HISPANAS BULLETIN BOARD SET**
Show some of the brands, companies, and objects in everyday life in Latin America and Spain. Sixty-nine images in assorted sizes. Use them for a door collage or a bulletin board scavenger hunt. Some assembly required. Contains 16 sheets. 14" x 20". Image sizes vary. Not laminated. TDY312.................................................Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

**TEACHER SAYS SPANISH MINI-POSTER SET**
Keep kids on track by showing them what you're saying! Includes an 8 x 11-inch translation sheet that can be copied and handed out to students. Posters that show the teacher are reversible to display either a male or female teacher. 13 posters. 13"x 9", Cardstock. TDY328..............................................Set of 13 Posters, $29.00

**SPANISH ROAD SIGNS BULLETIN BOARD SET**
These realistic-looking street signs from Spanish-speaking countries have universal recognition and reinforce simple commands. Warning: May provoke laughter! Nine 14"x14" posters on cardstock. TDY272...............................Bulletin Board Set, $24.95

**SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES BULLETIN BOARD SET**
Discover each Spanish speaking South American country with large, colorful, unique images. The ¿Saben ustedes? cards show each country's interesting facts, currency, population, capital, national flag, and more. Nine 11" x 17" posters, plus nine 5" x 6" information cards. TDY306.................................Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Discover each Central American and Caribbean country with large, vibrant images. The ¿Saben ustedes? cards show each country's interesting facts, currency, population, capital, national flag, and more. Ten 11" x 17" posters, plus ten 5" x 6" information cards.
TDY307........................................Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

MAP OF SPAIN
Ideal for reference or display, this finely detailed political map features National Geographic's distinctive cartographic style, with colorful boundaries and beautiful shaded relief. Laminated. 31"x20".
NG92685 ...............................$19.95

MAP OF MEXICO
Ideal for reference or display, this finely detailed political map features National Geographic's distinctive cartographic style, with colorful boundaries and beautiful shaded relief. 31"x21", Laminated.
NG5029X ............................$19.95

MAP OF SOUTH AMERICA
Ideal for reference or display, this finely detailed political map features National Geographic's distinctive cartographic style, with colorful boundaries and beautiful shaded relief. Laminated, 36"x46".
NG50192 .................................................$19.95

SPANISH HOLIDAY EXPRESSIONS MINI-POSTER SET
Get ready for las vacaciones with this mini-poster set! Each poster features a different holiday and five related expressions. Display the in time for the holidays, or keep up all year long! Have students use the expressions to talk about their family traditions, write personal essays and more! Set includes: Back-to-School, Halloween, Day of the Dead, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Valentine’s Day and Cinco de Mayo. 13" x 19", Not laminated. Cardstock.
TDP1698........................................Mini-Poster Set, $25.00

INSPIRED MINDS-SPANISH BULLETIN BOARD SET
Help your students be positive with 12 Inspired Minds classroom signs. Each sign includes a different affirmation—"I choose to be happy," "I am limitless," plus 10 more—all in Spanish. Hang them all over your room, and create a nurturing, hopeful atmosphere in your classroom. Set of 12 signs. 19”x 7”.
Cardstock. Not laminated.
TDP1720........................................Bulletin Board Set, $23.95

ARTISTAS DE LATINOAMÉRICA BULLETIN BOARD SET
Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo, Roberto Matta, Benito Martín and more are all in one set. Bring the some of the best Latin American artists into your classroom. Fourteen cardstock prints, 11” x 17”.
TDY292..................................................Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

ARTISTAS EN ESPAÑA BULLETIN BOARD SET
Goya, Miro, Guadi and more are all in one set. Bring the Spanish influential artists into your classroom. 11 cardstock prints, 11” x 17”. Note there are two extras included. These contain very mild nudity and possible smoking.
TDY283.............Bulletin Board Set, $32.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800- Applause (277-5287)
**Spanish Borders**
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3”x40”. There are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.

MIL407..........................................................Posters, $10.95

**Spanish Photographic Borders**
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3” x 40”. There are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.

MIL403..........................................................Borders, $10.95

**Spanish Bunting**
This Spanish flag bunting makes an ideal decorative trim for a classroom bulletin board or blackboard. There are 20, 6”x9” cloth flags on a 20’ white line.

MIL406...........................................................Bunting, $29.95

**Spanish Mini Stickers**
Little stickers to reward great work in Spanish class, your pupils will be delighted to receive one of these whatever age they are! 121 each of 5 designs for a total of 605 stickers. About 1/2” in diameter.

MIL411..........................Spanish Stickers, $6.95

**Spanish Calendar**
Practice days of the week, months of the year and weather daily with this Spanish Classroom Calendar. It is laminated for write-on, wipe-off use. 23”x16”.

MIL401..........................................................Calendar, $12.95
SPAIN LAPEL PIN
What better way to show your Spanish pride then with our Spain pins. They make great gifts and are an inexpensive way to bring a smile to your students or friends. Approximately 3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK240....................................................................................$1.99

MEXICO LAPEL PIN
What better way to show your Mexican pride then with our Mexico pins. They make great gifts and are an inexpensive way to bring a smile to your students or friends. Approximately 3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK185.........................................................................................$1.99

SPAIN/AMERICA LAPEL PIN
What better way to show your Spanish pride then with our Spain pins. They make great gifts and are an inexpensive way to bring a smile to your students or friends. Approximately 3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK534.....................................................................................$1.99

MEXICO/AMERICAN LAPEL PIN
What better way to show your Mexican pride then with our Mexico pins. They make great gifts and are an inexpensive way to bring a smile to your students or friends. Approximately 3/4"x3/4". (Only $1.79 each if ordering 20 or more.)
PK479.....................................................................................$1.99

SPANISH LARGE STICKERS
Over 1" in diameter each package contains 125 stickers. Reward your students with these Praise Word Stickers.
MIL412...........¡Bien Hecho!..................$6.95
MIL413...........¡Excelente!....................$6.95
MIL414...........¡Muy Bien!...................$6.95
MIL415...........Speech Bubbles............$6.95
(¡Magnifico!, ¡Muy Bien!)

SPANISH SUPER STICKERS-SET 3
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 125 stickers with the 5 following expressions: ¡Magnifico!; ¡Muy Bien!; ¡Excelente!; ¡Estupendo!; ¡Fantastico!.
MIL404.............Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH SUPER "SPARKLE" STICKERS-SET 4
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 125 stickers with the 5 following expressions: ¡Muy Bien!; ¡Excelente!; ¡Qué bien!; ¡Estupendo!; ¡Fantastico!.
MIL405.............Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH STAMPERS
CCEJ100 ..................$22.95

APPLAUSE STICKERS®
It's easy to inspire children with Applause Stickers®. The esteem-boosting messages and collectible designs make them ideal for all occasions. Each 100-sticker pack includes 10 different designs.
TR47118..............Spanish Reward Ribbons, $2.49
TR47122..............Spanish Hooray Words, $2.49
TR47125..............Spanish Outstanding Words, $2.49

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
MUY BIEN-STATIONERY SET
These Muy Bien Stationery Sets make a great reward or gift for your pupils. Each pack contains 12 pencils, 12 rulers and 12 erasers.
MIL408........................................ Stationery Sets, $24.95

HURRAY FOR SPANISH PENCILS
Show students your love of Spanish! One dozen No.2 pencils. ¡Viva el español!
TDW164.............
Spanish Pencils, $2.49

MUY BIEN WRISTBANDS
Colorful reward wristbands with an encouraging message in Spanish, ideal for your budding linguists. Wristbands measure 8-3/4”x1-1/4” and have adjustable sticky ends. 30 per pack.
MIL418.......................................................... Wristbands, $6.95

SUPERSPOTS® STICKERS
Little circles that are just the right size. Child pleasing, positive messages and appealing designs. Each pack has six different designs and 800 stickers!
TR46174 ...... Spanish Praisers, $2.79

SPANISH STICKER PACK
Ten sheets of assorted sizes. 1,300 stickers in total.
MIL409............. Sticker Pack, $16.95

SENOR TACO & FRIENDS SPANISH STICKERS
Señor Taco and his friends have positive messages for your Spanish students! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1” x 1-1/2”.
TDE1666.......................................................... 60 Stickers, $1.49

SEROSAURUS SPANISH STICKERS
Hand out friendly dinosaurs with praise using the Spanish verb ser! Stickers feature a pterodactyl that tells students, "You're nice!", a T-rex that says, "you're brilliant!" and more. Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1”x1”.
TDE1856.......................................................... 60 Stickers, $1.49

CERTIFICADO DEL MERITO
Every student should feel the sense of accomplishment at the year’s end. 20 per pack, 6”x8”.
MIL416................. Spanish Dancer, $7.95
MIL417................. Buen Trabajo, $7.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
HAND-LETTERED SPANISH STICKERS
Hand-lettered text is everywhere these days, including these stickers! Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1912...........100 Stickers, $3.00

EMOJI SPANISH STICKERS
Communicate with your students in a language they understand—icons like what they use to talk to each other! Ten different emoji symbols. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on holographic foil, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1913..............100 Stickers, $3.00

FOREST FRIENDS SPANISH STICKERS
From a debonair deer in a turtleneck to a geek-chic rabbit, these forest creatures know how to accessorize. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on shiny foil, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1914.............100 Stickers, $3.00

SPACE CATS SPANISH STICKERS
Cats are cool, and space is cool—why not cats in space? Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on holographic foil, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1915..............100 Stickers, $3.00

HASHTAG SPANISH STICKERS
Your students love to categorize their tweets and facebook posts with hashtags. Now you can tag their work as #fabuloso and #muybien. These sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1”x1”.
TDE1857...............60 Stickers, $1.49

SUGAR SKULLS SPANISH STICKERS
Brightly decorated sugar skulls are printed on holographic foil for a stunning glittery effect! Your students will love these year round, not just for Day of the Dead! Ten sheets of 10 assorted full-color die-cut stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1916...............100 Stickers, $3.25
**Papel Picado Spanish Stickers**
Classic calavera images by the famous Mexican artist Jose Guadalupe Posada and delicate papel picados make these stickers cool all year long, but especially for Day of the Dead! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60. Each sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1669.............60 Stickers, $1.49

**SPEECH Bubbles Spanish Stickers**
Let your students know they’ve done great work with these eye-popping Spanish stickers! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60. Each sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1668.............60 Stickers, $1.49

**Sights of Latin America Spanish Stickers**
Famous places and exotic animals of Latin America decorate these Spanish praise word stickers! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1" x 1-1/2".
TDE1663.............60 Stickers, $1.49

**Happy Birthday Spanish Stickers**
These new birthday stickers have more colors and styles than past versions! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each round sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1863.............60 Stickers, $1.49

**TXT MSG Spanish Stickers**
Since your students love to abbreviate things and are always trying to be funny, they are sure to love getting an mdr (muerto de risa) or a gnl! (Genial!) from you. Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately 1 x 1 inch.
TDE1877.............60 Stickers, $1.49

**Believe Spanish Stickers**
El chupacabra says, "Be Yourself," unicorns say, "You Are Magical," and Bigfoot says, "Nothing Is Impossible!" Who would know better about the power of believing in oneself than these guys? Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures approximately 1 x 1 inch.
TDE1878..................60 Stickers, $1.49

---

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
LAROUSSE MINI SPANISH/ENGLISH
ENGLISH/SPANISH DICTIONARY
Over 30,000 references and 40,000 translations, with complete coverage of most useful keywords and phrases. An ideal companion for tourist or student. Paperback, 3"x4-3/8", 640 pages. LKC030 ....Book, $5.95

MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S SPANISH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
A bilingual, bidirectional guide to Spanish and American English, including Latin-American Spanish. Contains 80,000 words and phrases.
• Perfect for all skill levels.
• Abundant examples of words used in context.
Paperback, 4-3/4"x6-3/4", 800 pages. MWI8248 ............$6.95

DICIONARIO DE LA LENGUA ESPAÑOLA ESENCIAL (Essential Dictionary of the Spanish Language)
This monolingual dictionary contains over 30,000 entries and 54,000 meanings, including those unique to Latin American Spanish. Also includes an appendix of word formation and a verb conjugation chart.
Paperback, 4-1/2"x7", 736 pages. LKC951 ...............$6.50

LAROUSSE POCKET SPANISH/ENGLISH/SPANISH DICTIONARY
Students and travelers will find this dictionary an essential aid for mastering a wide range of conversational and written Spanish. Contains over 80,000 translations, all presented in a clear and easy-to-read format.
Softcover, 4-1/4"x7", 800 pages.
LKC490 ......Book, $6.95

LAROUSSE POCKET STUDENT DICTIONARY: SPANISH-ENGLISH/ENGLISH-SPANISH
A completely new reference book for students in their first years of learning Spanish. The concept is simple: each word and each different sense of a word has a translation and an example. 20,000 entries. Softcover, 5"x7-1/2", 320 pages. LKC412 ..................$6.95

VOX POCKET SPANISH AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY
This portable reference features approximately 28,000 entries and 65,000 translations consisting of up-to-date vocabulary that includes idiomatic expressions, slang, and terms related to technology and the Internet. Numerous examples of usage show how the language can vary depending on the context. Utilizes 2-color headwords for easy reference.
Vinyl cover, 4"x7", 700 pages.
42900 ..............................................$9.95

VOX COMPACT SPANISH AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY, THIRD EDITION (B-I)
The Vox Compact Spanish and English Dictionary is edited to serve the needs of beginning and intermediate students.
Contains more than 85,000 entries. Special listings for idioms, current terms, grammatical concepts and pronunciation.
5-1/2"x8-1/2", 864 pages.
9950-7 ...................... Softbound, $11.95
9951-4 ...........................Vinyl, $15.95
9952-1 ......................... Hardbound, $16.95

LIBRO DE SINÓNIMOS Y ANTÓNIMOS PARA ESTUDIANTES
Students Middle and high school students studying Spanish as a second language, as well as students whose first language is Spanish, will find a wealth of words and their synonyms to enrich their Spanish vocabulary. Close to 6,000 words presented alphabetically, each followed by a list of synonyms. Many of the entry words also offer their antonym, or opposite meaning.
Paperback, 6"x9", approx. 260 pages.
BAR43212 .........................Book, $12.95
LA ROUSSE CONCISE SPANISH/ENGLISH-ENGLISH/SPANISH DICTIONARY
More than 90,000 references and 120,000 translations enable users to expand their knowledge of these languages. Includes generous coverage of idioms, grammar, phrasal verbs, and Latin-American usage. Paperback, 5''x7-3/4'', 1280 pages.

LKC092 .................................................................$12.95

COMPACT OXFORD SPANISH DICTIONARY
With over 90,000 words and phrases, and 120,000 translations of contemporary Spanish and English, this dictionary offers excellent coverage of both European and Latin American Spanish. All the words you will need from Spanish and English have been added from computing and technology to health and lifestyle. More than just a dictionary, this handy reference book also includes extensive sections on grammar, culture, and communication, giving you the tools you need to communicate effectively and understand cultural differences. Paperback, 5''x7-1/2'', 1088 pages.

OUP966309.................................Book, $21.95

VOX MODERN SPANISH AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY

7990-0 .........................Book, $23.95

ELI DICCIONARIO ILUSTRADO ESPAÑOL (B)
Forty-three illustrated theme pages introduce well-known topics such as at home, family, school and work, as well as up-to-date and specific topics such as the environment and astronomy. More than 1,000 words are listed alphabetically in the Wordlist, indicating on which theme page you can find them. A CD-ROM contains all of the illustrated words and a recording to allow listening comprehension and pronunciation practice. Hardcover, 8-1/2''x12'', 96 pages.

DIS1628 .................Book/CD- Rom, $26.95

PEQUEÑO LA ROUSSE ILUSTRADO
Compact yet comprehensive, with more than 5,000 illustrations, charts, tables, photographs, and 250 maps, providing generous coverage of language and culture. With over 90,000 words and 200,000 definitions, this annually revised book continues to offer the most up-to-date information on a wide range of subjects including language, history, geography, literature, the arts and sciences, and technology. Hardcover, 6''x9'', 1920 pages.

LK088 .................................................................Book, $39.95
WEB WORKS — SPANISH
This internet resource manual provides lessons for the Spanish class that involve all 4 skills of language acquisition. Activities include suggestions for presentation of information obtained from the web. In addition to specific sites for each lesson, Web Works offers an English-Spanish glossary of internet terminology, listings of Spanish search engines, Latino sites, and many other helpful strategies. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.
TL86 ..............................................Book, $24.95
TL86CD.................................Book on CD, $19.95

SPANISH TEACHER'S TREASURE BOOK OF SUPPLEMENTAL LESSONS (B-A)
These 150 lessons vary from ten minute "quickies" to whole units. Levels of lessons (elementary to advanced) are indicated. Whether you need a lesson to reinforce or develop grammar concepts, vocabulary, or reading comprehension, it's here. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 178 pages.
TL342 .................................................................Book, $24.95
TL342CD..............................................Book on CD, $19.95

SPANISH RESOURCE BOOK — MIDDLE/ HIGH SCHOOL (B)
Introduce middle and high school students to the fun of learning a foreign language. The activities in this work- book can be used on their own or as an addition to any Spanish program. Clear explanations and follow-up activities help students acquire basic Spanish skills while also building vocabulary. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 128 pages.
TSD4301.....................................................Book, $16.95

THE SPANISH TEACHER'S BOOK OF LISTS (B/A)
This versatile book contains 150 reproducible pages of creative activities, exercises, and references for students, as well as dozens of techniques to make teaching easier and more effective. Handouts include classroom expressions, models for dialogues and drills, content and function words, material on Spanish language and culture, and more. Projects include writing poetry, exchanging letters, reading news-papers, producing dramas, and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 228 pages.
TL340 ...............................................................Book, $24.95
TL340CD.................................Book on CD, $19.95

SPANISH EMERGENCY LESSON PLANS
Going to be absent? These ten easy-to-use lesson plans will enable a non-Spanish-speaking substitute to present meaningful cultural lessons. Each lesson is two pages. Page one is an activity sheet with the necessary vocabulary needed to complete the exercises. Page two is a Tic-Tac-Toe game where the student must answer questions based on the information from the activity sheet. Answer keys and simple instructions are provided. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 32 pages.
CAR723 .................................................................Book, $24.95
CAR723CD.................................Book on CD, $21.95

FLIPPING THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
This book includes 630 exercises/activities for your first year Spanish students. Flip the classroom as often as you want. You decide. Let your students learn new vocabulary, grammar and culture at home using third-party videos on YouTube. Each student explores at home on their smart phones, iPads, tablets, desktops or laptops using key words to search vocabulary, grammar or culture topics. After exploring and viewing four video clips at home, each student does an assignment related to the topic being learned. Each student brings his completed assignment to share with three other students. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 66 pages.
CAR15954.................................Book, $25.95
CAR15954CD.................................Book on CD, $22.95
50+ FLIPPED VOCAB LESSONS FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
With 50+ Flipped Vocab Lessons for the Spanish Classroom, your students prepare themselves for vocabulary lessons through out-of-class, independent research prior to class—which leaves them much more class time to use and explore the language in the in-class assignments. Organized into over 50 theme-based lessons with useful, everyday vocabulary, the lessons move your students through various real-life situations to allow them to practice their oral and written skills. Students will learn basic research skills, improve their Spanish writing and speaking, and expand their Spanish vocabularies. Book on CD included. Spiralbound, 9" x 11", 95 pages.
TDB4729.................................................................Book, $32.95

88 QUICK AND FUN VOCAB ENRICHMENT EXERCISES FOR SPANISH
The activities in this Spanish manual provide an innovative approach to eliciting student participation while developing vocabulary. Students build lists on specific topics or respond to commands. Ideal for warm-ups, 5-minute fillers, class closers and contests. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 55 pages.
TL380 .........................Book, $24.95
TL380CD...........Book on CD, $19.95

UN TESORO DE EJERCICIOS SIMPATICOS
The 147 reproducible, ready-to-use lessons in this manual cover 75 topics and supplement any textbook. Workbook includes over 100 story starters to motivate oral and written expression, activities for communication, grammar, reading, vocabulary, writing and culture. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 138 pages.
TL377 .........................Book, $24.95
TL377CD..................Book on CD, $19.95

SPANISH VOCABULARY DRILLS (B-I)
This book features essential Spanish words grouped together into similar themes such as daily life, food, house and home, travel, holidays, technology, arts, and the economy, helping you to grasp meanings and remember terms more easily. You can practice your new vocabulary with more than 100 written exercises, including fill-in-the-blank, matching, translation, and composition. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 250 pages.
05001.................................Book, $12.95

80+ FLIPPED CULTURE LESSONS FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
Our 80+ Flipped Lessons for Spanish Culture book helps teachers introduce students to Spanish culture using lessons as out-of-class assignments or as in-class computer activities. "Flipping" is when the teacher no longer lectures but uses class time to work with the students. Teachers use their time to interact with students and do more guided learning. This book contains worksheets for the students to complete and bring to class for discussions. Book contains a printable CD. Softcover, 9" x 11", 82 pages.
TDB4388.................................Book, $30.95

UN CALIDOSCOPIO DE PALABRAS
Each of the 74 worksheets in this reproducible Spanish resource manual provides lively practice and review of vocabulary on thirty different topics. The book is geared toward beginning and intermediate students. Answer keys are included. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 74 pages.
TL378 .........................Book, $24.95
TL378CD...........Book on CD, $19.95

VAMOS A TEXTEAR EN ESPAÑOL (Let's Text Message in Spanish) (B-I)
Let's text message! Your students will learn about authentic text message lingo in an easy-to-use short dictionary in this book. Based on 36 different themed pages of text messages, students receive text message in "Spanish text message lingo," decode the message, and respond in "Spanish text lingo." Themes include vacation, jobs, motivation, and more! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 52 pages.
CAR1530 .........................Book, $21.95
CAR1530CD...........Book on CD, $19.95
**EL FACEBOOK**
For los Facebookianos! Your students will enjoy many fun activities as they read and write Newsfeeds in Spanish, Posts on their time lines, Posters, Messages, Events and Birthdays. Lesson plans include more than 70 ideas on how to use facebook with your students. **Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 62 pages.**
CAR15206.............Book, $29.95

**180 PRACTICE TESTS FOR SPANISH (B-A)**
Improve skills and proficiency, use these tests as inventory tools to help students discover their weaknesses. A practical hands-on style to testing beginning to advanced levels. Each test takes 3–15 minutes, depending on the length and complexity. Will relieve some of the teacher's workload since they require ZERO PREPARATION. Answer sheets provided. **Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.**
TL346 .............................Book, $24.95

**45+ FLIPPED GRAMMAR LESSONS FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM BOOK**
Organized into over 45 theme-based lessons, the lessons guide students through the discovery and understanding of grammatical rules based on their own research—rather than simply relying on rules they are given. Early lessons cover basic vocabulary and sentence structure. Later lessons include past, present, and future tenses, conditional and subjunctive, and comparisons of forms which are often confused. **Book on CD included.**
**Spiralbound 9"x11", 55 pages.**
TDB4730.........................Book, $32.95

**GET GOING WITH GRAMMAR**
Loads of fun activities for your students to practice and apply the basics of Spanish grammar. Includes AR-ER-IR verbs, irregular verbs, stem-changing verbs, ser-estar, gustar, indirect-direct object pronouns, reflexive verbs/pronouns, saber-conocer, AR-ER-IR verbs in the preterite, irregular preterites. Activities include verb substitutions, questions / answers, translations, drawing, charades, speaking in pairs, singing, writing e-mail / letters, creating games, crosswords and word searches! There are also quizzes and answer sheets! **Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 68 pages.**
CAR15965.........................Book, $21.95
CAR15965CD.............Book on CD, $19.95

**MI LIBRO DE GRAMÁTICA WARM-UPS BOOK**
One-page grammar warm-ups for the beginning of class. Introduce Spanish grammar concepts to students using concise explanations and writing practice. Covers novice topics such as present and past tense, adjectives, and expressions. **Spiralbound, 8"x11", 56 pages.**
TDB4858..............................Book, $29.95

**SIDE BY SIDE SPANISH AND ENGLISH GRAMMAR**
Side-by-Side Spanish and English Grammar is the perfect tool to help you understand the similarities and differences between English and Spanish. By learning Spanish grammar through comparisons to your native English language, you are able to build on what you already know. You will be better able to understand and remember Spanish grammar while writing, speaking, and being tested on Spanish usage. **Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 184 pages.**
88618..............................Book, $13.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
BEGINNING SPANISH GRAMMAR
Beginning Spanish Grammar guides you through this often-difficult subject, clearly explaining essential concepts and giving you the practice you need to reach your language goals. With an easy and stimulating approach, each chapter introduces one grammar topic followed by skill-building exercises, allowing you to learn and study at your own pace. At the end of this workbook, you will have mastered grammar areas such as gender, articles, adjectives, possessives, and verb tenses and will be ready to take your grammar knowledge to the next level.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 256 pages.
40644 .............................................. Book, $19.95

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH GRAMMAR
Intermediate Spanish Grammar guides you through this often-difficult subject, clearly explaining advanced concepts and giving you the practice you need to reach your language goals. Written in clear Spanish, with English glosses for key concepts, each chapter introduces one grammar topic followed by skill-building exercises, allowing you to learn and study at your own pace. At the end of this workbook, you will have mastered grammar areas such as gender, articles, adjectives, possessives, and verb tenses and will be ready to take your grammar knowledge to an advanced level.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 286 pages.
40675 .............................................. Book, $20.95

ADVANCED SPANISH GRAMMAR
Advanced Spanish Grammar guides you through this often-difficult subject, clearly explaining complex grammar ideas and giving you the practice you need to reach your language goals. Written in clear, accessible Spanish, each chapter introduces one grammar topic followed by skill-building exercises, allowing you to learn and study at your own pace. At the end of this workbook, you will have mastered grammar areas such as gender, articles, adjectives, possessives, and verb tenses and will have gained the ultimate confidence in your Spanish grammar skills.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 304 pages.
38993 .............................................. Book, $19.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: COMPLETE SPANISH GRAMMAR
Practice Makes Perfect: Complete Spanish Grammar is the go-to guide for clear, precise explanations of all aspects of Spanish grammar: from the present tense of regular verbs to direct object pronouns, from the differences between ser and estar to the use of para and por. This comprehensive guide will also give you plenty of practice in using your language skills. And this new edition is accompanied by flashcards and audio recordings, available online and via app, that will provide a new dimension and flexibility to your study.
Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 400 pages.
84190 .................................................. Book, $15.95

SPANISH MIDDLE SCHOOL LESSONS (B)
135 reproducible lessons on 58 topics, plus basic grammar exercises for grades 5-9. Includes creative presentations of practical vocabulary; communicative activities; an introduction to reading; functional expressions; easy, yet challenging beginning grammar exercises.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 184 pages.
TL348 ................................. Book, $24.95

VAMOS A ESCRIBIR CON GUSTO
Reproducible Spanish workbook, adaptable for any beginning text, provides real-life situations, useful vocabulary, and worksheets to help students develop reading, writing and communication skills. Also ideal for self-study, individualized instruction and enrichment. Includes 150 teaching tips and suggestions for optional activities.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 107 pages.
TL382CD .............................................. Book on CD, $19.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH PROBLEM SOLVER (B-I)
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Problem Solver doesn't pretend that learning Spanish is easy. Instead of covering the entirety of the language, it hones in on those areas where you might have difficulty — such as saber vs. conocer, tener vs. hacer, ser vs. estar, para and por, and the preterit vs. the imperfect tense.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 192 pages.
56198 .................................................. Book, $15.95

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • American Express • Pay Pal
Solve the dilemma of learning these pesky prepositions with a myriad of activities: charts, graphs, storytelling, cut-and-paste, advertising and PROPAGANDA! Decorate your classroom with the POR/PARA signs, which will help students make correct usage choices. Go for mastery with this unit, which has something for every brain! Reproducible. Softcover, 8-1/2”x11”, 61 pages. CAR1773 ... Book, $19.95 CAR1773CD ... Book on CD, $17.95

Students love being vocabulary and grammar detectives as they find the errors in each exercise in this book. Topics include basic grammar and vocabulary for beginning Spanish: -AR, -ER, -IR verbs in the present tense, the tiempo, los números, la hora del día, la ropa, la comida, tener-ir, querer-poder, los complementos directos-indirectos, las expresiones negativas, and much more! Students help find vocabulary or grammar errors of people writing letters, doing forecasts, magazine articles, etc. Softcover, 8-1/2”x11”, 26 pages. CAR535 ... Book, I, $15.95 CAR535CD ... Book, I on CD, $13.95 CAR806 ... Book, II, $12.95 CAR806CD ... Book, II on CD, $11.95

Practice Makes Perfect: Advanced Spanish Grammar focuses on intermediate- to advanced level topics to help create more complex, meaningful sentences and communicate more naturally. Instead of just applying rules, this book helps to better understand the nuances of the language and develop skills and confidence as a Spanish speaker by providing explanatory materials, examples, and exercises. Softcover, 7-1/2”x9”, 204 pages. 7268-5 ... Book, $16.95

You will find a variety of exercises to pick from. Looking for charms drills, conversational questions or answer patterns? They’re all here. Select the reading and writing exercise to help students learn, practice and remember sentence collections and simple grammar patterns. Softcover, 8-1/2”x11”, 146 pages. TL351 ... Book, $24.95 TL351CD ... Book on CD, $19.95

Fax your order toll free 1-877-365-7484
**LOS VERBOS JUICY**

An overview of stem-changing and irregular verbs in the preterite and past tense.

Teach preterite verbs the JUICY way! This packet uses the acronym JUICY to help students memorize preterite verb conjugations in a way that is proven to stick. *Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 32 pages.*

CAR15112.............Book/Powerpoint Presentation, $21.95
CAR15112CD.............Book on CD, $19.95

**PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH PRONOUNS AND PREPOSITIONS**

Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Pronouns and Prepositions is the go-to guide for clear, precise explanations that pinpoint why a certain word works in a given situation. This book will also give you plenty of practice in using your language kill. And this new edition is accompanied by flashcards and audio recordings, online and via app, that will provide a new dimension and flexibility to your study. *Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 210 pages.*

86323 .......................Book, $14.95

**FILL-IN-THE-BLANK VERB EXERCISES**

These two books are filled with 100 exercises each that teach either regular or irregular verbs. Each exercise uses 15 to 20 fill-in-the-blank sentences to teach 19 different tenses. Includes 5 Simple tenses, 5 Perfect tenses, 5 Progressive tenses and 4 Subjunctive tenses. *Each book is softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 102 pages.*

CAR5999............Regular Verbs Book, $22.95
CAR5999CD.........Book on CD, $20.95
CAR5994.............Irregular Verbs Book, $22.95
CAR5994CD.............Book on CD, $20.95

**PERFECTING PRETERITE AND IMPERFECT**

Learning will be done by teaching both concepts first through practice exercises, mnemonic devices, rhymes, drawings that represent both tenses, ideas for illustrating the two with realia, tricks to remember which verbs are irregular in both tenses and more. Then preterite will be perfected and imperfect will follow. *Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 40 pages.*

CAR15956....................Book, $17.95
CAR15956CD...............Book on CD, $15.95

**PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE ACTIVITY BOOK (I-A)**

¡Por fin! A reproducible, present subjunctive activity book that clearly and creatively reinforces this tricky grammar topic! Build student confidence with Tom Alsop's clear, original approach to the present subjunctive, plus introduce your classes to Latino consumer culture. Each chapter features an authentic product label or advertisement from Mexico, Argentina or Spain. Students analyze and answer questions on the present subjunctive mood utilized in each advertisement. Subjective skills are boosted with two pages of extra activities for each of the 19 ads. Teacher answer keys for the grammar questions and puzzles are provided! *Three-ring binder, 8"x11", 86 pages.*

TDB3434 .......................Book, $48.95

Mail your order to

**Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576**
**EL SUBJUNTIVO: THE WEIRDO WAY!**
This presentation uses the acronym WEIRDO (Wishes, Emotions, Impersonal expressions, Requests, Doubt and denial, Ojalá) to explain when to use the subjunctive. The characters of "Mr. Factual" (Indicative) and "Mr. Dreamer" (Subjunctive) are also used to help students grasp the concept of the indicative vs. the subjunctive. The included powerpoint presentation contains 43 slides of information. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 32 pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAR15222</td>
<td>Book/Powerpoint Presentation</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR15222CD</td>
<td>Book on CD</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**501 SPANISH VERBS WITH CD-ROM (B-A)**
Complete conjugations arranged one verb per page in alphabetical order. In this helpful format, tenses are number-keyed for quick reference, verb forms printed in bold in two columns, and common idioms using the applicable verb listed at the bottom of the page. Also included are 1000 verbs conjugated in the same way as the models that comprise the main text. For easy reference there is an English-Spanish verb index. Audio CD compatible with iPhone, iPod and other devices. Softcover, 6"x9", 730 pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAR9797-0</td>
<td>Book/CD-Rom/Audio CD</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT, THE SPANISH SUBJUNCTIVE UP CLOSE (I-A)**
With plenty of opportunities for practice, practice, practice, Practice Makes Perfect: The Spanish Subjunctive Up Close helps you better understand the nuances of this often-confusing grammar element, and develop your skills and confidence as a Spanish speaker with easy-to-absorb explanatory materials, examples and exercises. Includes authoritative guidance on how to form the four subjunctive tenses and when to use them. Softcover, 7-1/2"x9", 120 pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9225-6</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**105 SPANISH VERBS HANDBOOK (B)**
105 Spanish Verbs Student Handbook shows beginning Spanish students how to use the 105 most common and useful Spanish verbs in different tenses, forms, and moods. Each verb is alphabetically listed in an easy-to-follow chart form. The book shows one verb per page with its English translation and all versions of Spanish conjugations, plus sentence examples. Spiralbound, 6"x9", 118 pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDB4555</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SER & ESTAR SUPER Q-CARDS**
A book of 320 entertaining question flash cards for quick paired speaking practice, based on the uses of ser and estar. With all the substitutions, 2,400 questions are possible. Most cards have cute illustrations. The cards help students learn the differences between ser and estar through listening and speaking. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 120 pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFP0700</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH VERB TENSES (I-A)**
This thorough workbook provides systematic review/presentation to explain when and why a certain verb tense should be used. It provides large quantities of fill-in-the-blank exercises, translation exercises, and the opportunity to answer open-ended questions. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 340 pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4185-6</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Web: applauselearning.com  
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
FIESTAS AMERICANAS
While spending the year in Maine as an exchange-mouse, Miguelito is introduced to all the fun and exciting holidays celebrated in the United States.
He learns about Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Valentine's Day, while sharing his own traditions about Christmas, Easter, and Independence Day. With each chapter, students learn holiday-specific vocabulary, as well as cultural and historical information.
Softcover, 5" x 8".
TDB4556 Book, $6.95

LAS AVENTURAS DE MIGUELITO
Beginning Spanish students will enjoy meeting Miguelito, a 10-year-old Venezuelan mouse who travels from Caracas for a year of adventure in Bangor, Maine, with Peter, an American mouse. Basic vocabulary includes first-year topics such as weather, after-school activities, sports, holidays and family. Fun illustrations show Miguelito in class, playing soccer, visiting the mall and the beach.
Paperback, 5"x7",
TDB2836 Book, $6.95

CARTAS A MIGUELITO
As Susana receives monthly letters from Miguelito in Venezuela, she begins to write him back telling him all about the exciting events that are happening in her life: a surprise birthday party, moving to a new home, helping organize a school-wide toy sale, vacations, and her brother's graduation from high school.
Paperback, 5"x7", 56 pages.
TDB4872 Book, $6.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH READING AND COMPREHENSION
Using short authentic texts from the Spanish-speaking world, Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Reading and Comprehension enables you to enhance your vocabulary with new terms and expressions. Each unit features authentic Spanish-language material—news-paper and magazine articles, literature, blogs, and more—giving you a real taste of how the language is used, as well as insight into Spanish-speaking cultures.
Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 294 pages.
98884 Book, $15.95

21 MINICUENTOS
Twenty-one short, short stories in the present tense engage teen readers with one-page topical tales! Thorough (written and oral) discussion questions follow each chapter and ensure a beginning student's complete understanding of the story and dialogue.
Paperback, 6"x8", 74 pages.
TDB3680 Book, $8.95
FANTASIAS EN MINIATURA
Use these student-friendly stories as bell-ringers/class starters or include the Spanish fantasies as an integral part of your daily lesson plans. Stories are quick and are five-to eight lines in length. Thirty-seven stories are in present tense, fifth are in the past tenses (preterite-imperfect) and two are the present tense subjunctive. Softcover, 5" x 8", 61 pages.

ENTREVISTA CON UN ZOMBI Y 49 OTROS
These 50 entertaining interviews with a variety of cool Spanish speaking characters is perfect for reinforcing questions and proficiency practice by twos. A zombie, baby, model, selfie fanatic, skater, hip-hop dancer, mad scientist who created a new slime, rocker, sports nut, invisible man, inventor, super heroine, granny, and more come alive as students speak Spanish. Included: 50 interviews with 15 questions each and helpful vocabulary notes, 50 versatile character cards that may be cut out, a blank page where students can find clip art characters and create their own interviews. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 74 pages.

TEACHER'S BOOK OF REPRODUCIBLE SPANISH DIALOGUES
This reproducible teacher's book is full of classic and fantasy conversations that your students can relate to. Topics range from curfew and weekend plans to texting and the Internet. Students love acting out our dialogues from their favorite celebs and creating their own dialogues with the first-year vocabulary that is provided. 3-Ring Binder, 9"x11", 142 pages.

SPANISH THEMATIC SHORT STORIES – ALL ABOUT ME (B-I)
Read about the uncle who comes to visit for a whole year and what happens to Mario el mosquito. These fun and sometimes silly short stories will grab your students' attention. Divided into 6 manageable units with special exercises and comprehension questions after each story. Topics are: introducciones y saludos, descripción personal, la familia, la ropa y los colores, los números y la hora, los días y los meses. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 120 pages.

UN-CLASSIC GREEK MYTHS IN SPANISH BOOK (B/I)
Explore powerful emotions and heroic deeds… with a twist! These classic Greek myths have been rewritten in the present-tense for beginning Spanish students, and then turned on their heads. Each myth contains both the original ending, plus a fun “twist” ending to keep your class engaged. Included activities targeting interdisciplinary Core Curriculum requirements with vocabulary puzzles, grammar activities, writing assignments, and research projects. Spiralbound, 8"x11", 127 pages.

AESOP'S UN-CLASSIC FABLES IN SPANISH (B/I)
All ten of these fables are written mostly in the present tense for levels I & II Spanish students. Each fable comes with a twisted ending that the students will love. Also included with each fable are several activities that are reproducible and can be used as homework or a comprehension check. Use as a reader, as mini-dramas to be acted out in teams or groups, as a puppet show for the younger students—or a combination of all three. This 96-page reproducible booklet comes with a how-to section, a general overview, standards covered, fables, activities, glossary, and answer key. Softcover, 9"x11", 96 pages, includes a CD.

10 MORE AESOP'S UN-CLASSIC FABLES IN SPANISH (I)
Written in the past tense, these fables feature authentic Spanish idioms and fun twist endings. Use them as a reader or source of mini-dramas to inspire students' creativity and critical thinking skills. Includes oral and written practice, while encouraging the use of different tenses. Softcover, 9"x11", 77 pages, includes a CD.

NEW!

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • American Express • Pay Pal
SPANISH THEMATIC SHORT STORIES – ALL AROUND ME (B-I)
Divided into 6 manageable units, this book contains 30 short stories that cover basic Spanish vocabulary. If you are looking for fun and sometimes silly supplementary readings, you will be delighted with these charming stories. Topics are: El horario y las clases, tiempo libre, ir de compras, el tiempo, en la ciudad, en el restaurante. Each story comes with special exercises and questions for comprehension. Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 115 pages.
TDB1568 .................................................................Book, $42.95

READING WITH RESULTS
This engaging program uses emails, dialogs, letters, and narratives to reinforce grammatical themes. Each individual reading reinforces a particular grammatical theme such as the present tense, preterite tense, direct and indirect object pronouns, commands, etc. The text is based on a vocabulary of approximately 400 words and 100 of the most commonly used regular and irregular verbs. Paperback, 8-1/2"x11", 84 pages.
CAR15992 .................................................................Book, $23.95
CAR15992CD .............................................................Book on CD, $20.95

TEACHING LITERATURE
Looking for creative assignments to help teach poems, novels, or short stories in Spanish class? Includes pre-reading, reading, and post reading assignments that help make the teaching of literature easier and more fun! Assignments include making lists of characters, nouns, pronouns, quotes and their meaning, new vocabulary words and antonyms, true/false questions, drawing of characters, letter to characters, role plays of action, skits, debates between characters, and more! All assignments in Spanish! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 18 pages.
CAR5993 ........................................................................Book, $11.95
CAR5993CD ..............................................................Book on CD, $10.95

NEW FIRST YEAR READERS (B)
EL VIAJE
Emily is ecstatic about spending part of her summer with a family in Querétaro, Mexico! But her boyfriend Erik isn't so keen on his girlfriend taking off for another country. The trip teaches Emily about the history, customs, and cultures of Mexico, and some new lessons about relationships! Paperback, 5"x8", 60 pages.
TDB4212 .................................................................Book, $5.95

EL DESAFÍO
Steve's parents give him a challenge: get good grades on his trimester exams, and they will take him to Mexico for spring break! Steve knows he's got it made and plans to rely on his "good grades" girlfriend to help him pass. But when his frustrated girlfriend puts her foot down, Steve learns that he has to put in the effort himself to get what he wants. Paperback, 5"x8", 56 pages.
TDB4211 .................................................................Book, $5.95

LA NOVIA
Erik and his two best buddies, Steve and Emily, are in high school now. When Emily starts to spend time with other people (guys in particular), Erik discovers some new feelings toward Emily, that he doesn’t know how to handle. Steve helps Erik deal with his "more than friends" feelings for Emily. Paperback, 5"x8", 56 pages.
TDB4210 .................................................................Book, $5.95

READ AND THINK SPANISH
Build a rich Spanish vocabulary without the burden of boring repetition or tedious memorization with Read & Think Spanish. In this audio package, you will find more than 100 intriguing articles written in Spanish about the enchanting diversity of Latino culture--from Spain's Andres Segovia to Peru's ancient fishing techniques to El Dia de los Muertos in Mexico and the United States. Includes 100 min. Audio CD. Paperback, 7"x9", 240 pages.
97573 .................................................................Book/Audio CD, $21.95
**SPANISH EASY READERS**

Easy Readers are carefully selected works of well-known Hispanic authors. Original texts have been shortened and simplified without sacrificing style. With manageable structure and controlled vocabulary based on international word frequency research, Easy Readers can be understood at various levels of instruction.

All Books: Paperback, 4-1/2"x7-1/2".

A-level books contain 600 words;
B-level–1,200 words;
C-level–1,800 words;
D-level–2,500 words.

---

**A-LEVEL BOOKS**

Las aceitunas y otros pasos (Rueda)
(57 pages)
EMC70285 ....................................... $14.95

Marcelino pan y vino (Sánchez -Silva)
(48 pages)
EMC70263 ....................................... $14.95

Los carros vacíos (Pavón) (48 pages)
EMC70264 ....................................... $14.95

Las tres de la madrugada (Buñuel)
(64 pages)
EMC70265 ....................................... $14.95

---

**B-LEVEL BOOKS**

El carnaval (Pavón) (95 pages)
EMC70266 ....................................... $15.95

Las pelirrojas traen mala suerte (alonso)
(76 pages)
EMC25776 ....................................... $15.95

Tristana (Galdós) (96 pages)
EMC70269 ....................................... $14.95

---

**C-LEVEL BOOKS**

Historias de la Artamila (Matute)
(110 pages)
EMC70270 ....................................... $15.95

Las hermanas coloradas (Pavón)
(110 pages)
EMC70271 ....................................... $14.95

---

**D-LEVEL BOOKS**

Don Quijote de la Mancha–Primera parte
(Cervantes) (112 pages)
EMC70275 ....................................... $15.95

Don Quijote de la Mancha— Segunda parte (Cervantes) (110 pages)
EMC70276 ....................................... $15.95

---

**LEER Y APRENDER**

A series of graded readers that aim at increasing learners' linguistic competence through extensive reading practice. Stories are either original or retold classics. The series is graded according to the linguistic standards set for each level. Each reader contains activities and illustrations that help students check and understand the story. Activities focus on basic grammar structures, as well as written and oral exercises. Each book is paperback, 5-1/2"x8"., with an audio CD included. Each book is $18.95.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>CID5204</td>
<td>...64</td>
<td>En Busca de Boby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>CID5570</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Recetas Peligrosas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID5211</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Traicion en La Corte de Felipe III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID7209</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>El Conde Lucanor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID8640</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Cuentos de la selva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID4252</td>
<td>...64</td>
<td>El Collar Visigodo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID5228</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>El Cantar de mio Cid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID2234</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>La Edad de Oro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID9241</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>Una estrella en peligro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID9289</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Indagaciones por Madrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3422</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Juan Darian y Otros Relatos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3046</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>Lazarillo de Tormes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3053</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Novelas ejemplares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3039</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>Un conjunto especial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID1251</td>
<td>...64</td>
<td>La cajita de hueso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID8879</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>Dos Leyendas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3415</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>El Zorro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID1244</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>La Fórmula Secreta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID1268</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>La Princesa del Ártico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID2227</td>
<td>...80</td>
<td>La Vecina de al lado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3439</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Venganza en la Habana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>CID5563</td>
<td>...128</td>
<td>Niebla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3060</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>El lirio de los valles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID0377</td>
<td>...112</td>
<td>Fuente Ovejuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID9869</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>El Matadero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3317</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Carmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID8979</td>
<td>...112</td>
<td>La Gitanilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID1275</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>Cuentos Fantásticos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID2241</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>El Secreto del Viejo Olmo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3446</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>La Vida del Buscon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>CID9983</td>
<td>...112</td>
<td>La casa de Bernarda Alba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID4283</td>
<td>...128</td>
<td>Don Quijote de la Mancha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID3423</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>La espanola inglesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID8108</td>
<td>...96</td>
<td>La Celestina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>CID5947</td>
<td>...112</td>
<td>Don Juan Tenorio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CID2976</td>
<td>...112</td>
<td>Naufragios</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Mail your order to

Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576

S-47
LOS INVENCIBLES-EL CASO DEL VIRUS VIRULENTO
Students will love reading or acting out this hilarious action reader for level one Spanish! All characters possess a super power. The fun never stops in this comical adventure at famous sites throughout Spain!
Paperback, 5" x 7", 64 pages.
CAR1727 Book, $5.95

CARL NO QUIERE IR A MÉXICO (B)
Carl no quiere ir a México contains more than 5,000 words but has only a 350-word vocabulary. High frequency vocabulary and structures are presented repeatedly. Nine-year-old Carl is not happy. His mother is moving him to Mexico. He doesn't speak Spanish. He misses all of his favorite foods. He doesn't have any friends. He's desperately unhappy. Carl doesn't want to go to Mexico! When he starts finding sick and starving stray dogs on the streets of Guanajuato, he finds out he's not the only one who is miserable. But did he find them in time or is it already too late?
Paperback, 5"x7", 50 pages.
CPL722 Book, $5.95
CAR15991 Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR15991CD Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95

BELLA Y SUS BUENAS IDEAS (B)
Berto is an eleven-year-old boy who lives in Madrid, Spain. His best friend is Paquita. Poor Berto has one big problem. He does not like school. He does not like to study. He does not like to do homework. Besides, his teachers are really strange. Fortunately, Berto has a lot of good ideas. He thinks of many fun and exciting things to do rather than going to school.
Paperback, 5"x7", 48 pages.
CPL700 Book, $5.95

POBRE ANA BAILÓ TANGO (B)
Ana, the main character in this story, is the same one as in Pobre Ana, the first novella in this series. After her trip to Mexico, Ana changed, and she wanted to go to other countries. In this story the school gives her the opportunity to travel again, this time to Buenos Aires, Argentina. She has two goals—to keep improving her Spanish and to learn to dance the tango. Ana realizes that the tango is an art and she has a lot to learn. In the process, she makes friends, buys special tango shoes, meets a handsome tango teacher and, most importantly, learns about Argentine culture. Paperback, 5"x7", 50 pages.
CPL454 Book, $5.95
CAR993 Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR993CD Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CPL441 Activity Masters, $19.95
CPL391 Audio Reading/CD, $14.95

LAS AVENTURAS DE ISABELA
Las Aventuras de Isabela is the first novel in the Fluency Fast series for true beginners. It uses a vocabulary of only 200 Spanish words to tell a 2,200-word story. It is repetitive and simple and uses many cognates to make the book comprehensible to beginning adults and children. Isabela Huffman is a precocious 8-1/2-year-old girl who can't seem to keep herself out of trouble on a visit to Guanajuato, Mexico, with her mother.
Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL708 Book, $5.95
CAR772 Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR772CD Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CPL760 Audio Reading/CD, $14.95

PATRICIA VA A CALIFORNIA (B)
Patricia is a 15-year-old girl from Guatemala. who goes to California as an exchange student. She lives with a caring American family but encounters prejudice at school, especially from a girl named Debbie. By chance, Patricia finds Debbie in a dangerous situation and acts quickly to rescue her. The two girls become friends, and eventually Debbie goes to Guatemala to visit Patricia and her family. The audio CD is a spirited reading of the book by native speakers. The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL50X Book, $5.95
CPL798 Audio Reading/CD, $14.95
CPL95X 28 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR996 Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR996CD Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CPL236 Activity Masters, $19.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
POBRE ANA (B)
An easy Spanish novel for 1st-year students. Ana is a 14-year-old California girl who leads a tough life. Her mother is always on her. Her family doesn't have much money, but her best friends' families are rich. She's very jealous. When she gets an opportunity to go to Mexico, she goes to a small city where she lives with a nice family that is poorer than her own. Her view of her life changes radically. When she gets back home, she sees things differently. The audio CD is a spirited reading of the book by native speakers. The 35-minute video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. CD has eight lively songs from the movie, each telling a segment of the story. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL47X ........................................Book, $5.95
CPL712 ...............................Audio Reading/CD, $14.95
CPL941 ...................................35 min. DVD, $19.95
CPL771 ....................Songs from Video/CD, $9.95
CAR995 ............................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR995CD ..............Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CPL229 ............................Activity Masters, $19.95

POBRE ANA MODERNA (B)
Ana thinks her life is so ad because things aren't going her way with her family. When she compares herself to her friends, things get even worse. Her only solution is to go to Mexico for a couple of months and escape all of her problems. Will a summer in Mexico be the answer to her problems or will things in her life stay the same? Paperback, 5"x7", 58 pages.
CPL554 ........................................Book, $5.95
CAR1270 .................Teacher's Guide, $12.95

POBRECITA ANA, VA UNO POR UNO (B)
Ana is a 13-year old girl from California. She is disappointed with the lack of friends that she has in her community. When she gets an opportunity to go to Guatemala with her dad for a visit, her mother encourages her to handle all of her obstacles one by one. Ana meets many new friends on her trip and experiences many beautiful aspects of the culture in her first trip to another country. First year Spanish novel with under 100 unique new words. Paperback, 5"x7", 40 pages.
CPL622 ........................................Book, $5.95
CAR1289 ....................................Teacher's Guide, $12.95

CASI SE MUERE (B)
This easy Spanish novel for 1st- or 2nd-year students has a vocabulary of only 400 words. An engaging story with a taste of romance, about an American girl who goes to high school in Chile and two Chilean boys, one nice, one mean. The mean one turns nice. Eight short chapters. Short and sweet! The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL437 ........................................Book, $5.95
CPL261 ..................Audio Reading/CD, $14.95
CPL968 ....................15 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR997 ..........................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR997CD ..........Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CPL243 ............................Activity Masters, $19.95

EL VIAJE DE SU VIDA (B)
Sixteen-year-old Carlos Ayala of Cincinnati, Ohio, goes on a cruise with his family to Yucatan. He is the only witness to the theft of an object of great monetary, cultural and personal value. The thief tries to kill him, but . . . The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL496 ....................................Book, $5.95
CPL759 ..................Audio Reading/CD, $14.95
CPL976 ..................28 min. DVD, $19.95
CAR994 ..........................Teacher's Guide, $12.95
CAR994CD ............Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95
CPL250 ............................Activity Masters, $19.95

FOUR 1ST-YEAR SPANISH MOVIES ON DVD
Pobre Ana, Patricia va a California, Casi se muere and El viaje de su vida! movies on one DVD.
CPL102 ....DVD, $49.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPL747</td>
<td>Mi propio auto (B)</td>
<td>Paperback, 5&quot;x7&quot;, 62 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL957</td>
<td>¡Viva el toro! (B)</td>
<td>Paperback, 5&quot;x7&quot;, 66 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL488</td>
<td>DON QUIJOTE, EL ULTIMO CABALLERO (I-A)</td>
<td>Paperback, 5&quot;x7&quot;, 66 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL940</td>
<td>DÓNDE ESTÁ EDUARDO? (B)</td>
<td>Paperback, 5&quot;x7&quot;, 56 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL43X</td>
<td>EL VIAJE PERDIDO (B)</td>
<td>DVD, $49.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPL865</td>
<td>LOS OJOS DE CARMEN (I)</td>
<td>Paperback, 5&quot;x7&quot;, 56 pages.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact Information:**
Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • American Express • Pay Pal
José was a happy young man. He worked hard on his small farm with his best friend, Ignacio. José believed that soon he would realize his dream of marrying Emilia, the most beautiful girl he had ever met. Things were all going according to plan until one day an unexpected letter changed everything. José and Ignacio must leave the farm. Together the two friends face danger and adventure in the jungles and mines of Ecuador. Paperback, 5"x7", 172 pages. CPL977 .........................................Book, $7.50

Elena experiences bugs her – the food, the people, the clothing, the altitude ... She would rather have stayed home in Colorado. She is just starting to get interested in some things when her mother has an accident and suddenly Elena has to deal with the aftermath. The experiences that follow have a transformative effect on Elena. Paperback, 5"x7", 84 pages. CPL489 .........................Book, $5.95 CAR717 ..........Teacher's Guide, $12.95 CAR717CD ....Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95

¡A LA AVENTURA! (B)
Each book offers a complete adventure story with illustrations, questions, and complete vocabulary list. All Books: Paperback, 5-1/2" x 8-1/2".
La guitarra misteriosa
EMC70259 ................. (44 pages), $12.95
Los secretos de familia
EMC70260 ................. (42 pages), $12.95
Un grabado de Goya
EMC70261 ................. (42 pages), $12.95
El penitente elusivo
EMC70262 ... (40 pages), $12.95

EN BUSCA DEL MONSTRUO (A)
Sometimes we go off on long journeys to realize certain dreams and we are surprised by what happens. Martin Sheffield arrived in Patagonia in southern Argentina over a hundred years ago. Apparently he had been a sheriff in Texas and he went to Patagonia to find two criminals who had gone there. He never found them. Now, a century later, Sarah Sheffield is planning to follow the steps of her legendary great grandfather and solve the mystery of the monster for once and for all. She doesn’t know what kind of adventure awaits her in Patagonia. Paperback, 5"x7", 172 pages. CPL977 .........................Book, $7.50 CAR17706 .......... Teacher's Guide, $12.95 CAR17706CD ....Teacher's Guide on CD, $11.95

LEER EN ESPAÑOL-INTRODUCTORY LEVEL
Leer en espanol-Introductory Level is a five-title collection of fiction readers that use the language structures and vocabulary from a typical Spanish I course or equivalent. While all of the readers at this level count on a Spanish vocabulary of 300 words or fewer, the books are numbered based on increasing complexity, supporting language instruction and reading skills throughout the course. In order to meet the needs of students of Spanish, the stories are completely written in Spanish, with activity instructions in English, and a Spanish-English glossary of unknown words.
All Books: Softcover, 5-1/2"x8", 40-48 pages.
Book 1...SAN32152...El Secreto de su Nombre................Book/Audio CD, $16.95
Book 2...SAN32169...Un Principe Para tess....................Book/Audio CD, $16.95
Book 3...SAN32176...El Sueño de Diana.....................Book/Audio CD, $16.95
Book 4...SAN32183...Don Historias y Un Final...............Book/Audio CD, $16.95
Book 5...SAN32190...Cuando Mack Conocio A Mac .........Book/Audio CD, $16.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
**LEVEL 1 BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mala Suerte</td>
<td>SAN31049</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Sombra de un Fotografo</td>
<td>SAN31148</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El sueño de Otto (Muñoz)</td>
<td>SAN30592</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soñar un crimen (Acquaroni)</td>
<td>SAN30585</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El misterio de la llave (Moreno)</td>
<td>SAN30578</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Una mano en la arena (Urla)</td>
<td>SAN31261</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¡Adiós, papa! (Tosal)</td>
<td>SAN31278</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEVEL 2 BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rincónete y Cortadillo</td>
<td>SAN30622</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El libro secreto de Daniel Torres (Muñoz)</td>
<td>SAN31193</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Señor de Alfoz (Sordo)</td>
<td>SAN31230</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asesinato en el Barrio Gótico (Tosal)</td>
<td>SAN30615</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La ciudad de los dioses (Carrero)</td>
<td>SAN30608</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La chica de los zapatos verdes (Surís)</td>
<td>SAN31070</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEVEL 3 BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don Quijote de la Mancha I</td>
<td>SAN77264</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Quijote de la Mancha II</td>
<td>SAN77295</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Casa de la Troya</td>
<td>SAN30653</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Desorden de tu Nombre</td>
<td>SAN30646</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazarillo de Tormes (Anonimous)</td>
<td>SAN30639</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El secreto de Cristóbal Colón (Pérez)</td>
<td>SAN31117</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianela (Galdós)</td>
<td>SAN31025</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Juan Tenorio (Zorilla)</td>
<td>SAN31056</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEVEL 4 BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La Tierra del Tiempo Perdido</td>
<td>SAN31131</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Oro de los Sueños</td>
<td>SAN31216</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Las lágrimas del sol (Merino)</td>
<td>SAN31186</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangre y arena (Ibáñez)</td>
<td>SAN31100</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEVEL 5 BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Los santos inocentes (Delibes)</td>
<td>SAN31247</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEVEL 6 BOOKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Señor Presidente</td>
<td>SAN31254</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Celestina (Rojas)</td>
<td>SAN31063</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LEER EN ESPAÑOL**

An exciting new series of graded readers offering an array of themes with appeal to all students. Stories range from texts of detective stories and mysteries to classical and modern literary works by Spanish and Latin American authors. Students at any level of language ability can read the stories easily since vocabulary and grammar at each level are strictly controlled. Each text includes questions and explanations of some of the more difficult words. Six different levels based on vocabulary count. Level 1 books contain 400 words; Level 2–700 words; Level 3–1,000 words; Level 4–1,500 words; Level 5–2,000 words; Level 6–2,500 words.

---

**Mail your order to**

Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
ARGENTINA (2015) 85 min., Carlos Saura. Poetic, riveting and moving, three-time Academy Award nominee Carlos Saura’s latest foray into the music of Argentina explores the heart of traditional Argentine folklore and its stunning musical heritage—from traditional styles to modern dance. (Not rated; but if rated would be PG.) S379..................................DVD, $24.95

ALAMBRISTA (1977) 96 min. In Alambrista!, a Mexican farm-worker sneaks across the border to California to make money to send to his family back home. It is a story that happens every day, told here in an uncompromising, groundbreaking work of realism. Winner of the Cannes Film Festival’s inaugural Camera d’Or in 1978, this film remains one of the best films ever made on this perennially relevant topic. S340.................................DVD, $29.95

ANITA (2010) 105 min., Carnevale. Anita Feldman, a young woman with Down syndrome lives a happy, routine life in Buenos Aires, being meticulously cared for by her mother. But one tragic morning changes everything when Anita is left alone, confused and helpless after the nearby Argentine Israelite Mutual Association is bombed. As she wanders through the city, she learns not only to care for herself, but touches the lives of those around her, from an alcoholic to a family of Asian immigrants. (Occasional Adult Language.) S339............................................DVD, $29.95

AL AMAR (2010) 73 min., González-Rubio. Jorge has only a few weeks with his five-year-old son Natan before he leaves to live with his mother in Rome. Intent on teaching Natan about their Mayan heritage, Jorge takes him to the pristine Chinchorro reef, and eases him into the rhythms of a fisherman’s life. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13.) S326.............DVD, $24.95

THE 33 (2013) 127 min., Banderas, PG-13. In 2010, 33 Chilean miners were buried alive following a catastrophic mine collapse. For 69 days, a team worked night and day to rescue the men, as their families and the world waited for any sign of hope. Underground, in the suffocating heat 200 stories down, tensions ran high as provisions - and time- began to run out. Antonio Banderas stars in this gripping tale of resilience, faith, and the triumph of the human spirit based on the amazing true race against time. S377..........................DVD, 19.95

7 BOXES (2012) 100 min. It’s Friday night in Asuncion, Paraguay and the temperature is sweltering. Victor, a 17-year-old wheelbarrow delivery boy, dreams of becoming famous and covets a fancy cellular phone in the infamous Mercado 4. He’s offered a chance to deliver seven boxes with unknown contents in exchange for a quick US $100. But what sounds like an easy job soon gets complicated. (Not rated; contains adult language throughout.) S355.....................DVD, $24.95

ANITA (2010) 105 min., Carnevale. Anita Feldman, a young woman with Down syndrome lives a happy, routine life in Buenos Aires, being meticulously cared for by her mother. But one tragic morning changes everything when Anita is left alone, confused and helpless after the nearby Argentine Israelite Mutual Association is bombed. As she wanders through the city, she learns not only to care for herself, but touches the lives of those around her, from an alcoholic to a family of Asian immigrants. (Occasional Adult Language.) S339............................................DVD, $29.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
BALLPLAYER-PELOTERO
(2012) 77 min., Leguizamo. This compelling documentary narrated by John Leguizamo is a gritty and rare look inside Major League Baseball's recruitment of top talent in the Dominican Republic. Miguel Angel Sano and Jean Carlos Batista are among 100,000 teenagers vying for a handful of coveted contracts with MLB teams. (In English and Spanish.) (Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13.) S341 ..................DVD, $24.95

CANTINFLAS
(2014) 102 min., PG. In Cantinflas the true story of Mexico's most beloved comedy film star is told for the first time. From his humble origins on the small stage to the bright lights of Hollywood, Cantinflas became famous around the world - one joke at a time. Relive the laughter that has charmed generations. DVD in Spanish with English subtitles, and sometimes in English with Spanish subtitles. (Contains both English & Spanish subtitles.) S363......................DVD, $19.95

A BETTER LIFE
(2011) 98 min., Weitz, PG-13. Carlos Galindo always dreamed of a better life for his wife and newborn son when he crossed the border into the U.S. But when his wife left him, Carlos's only goal became to make sure his son Luis was given the opportunities he never had. From the director of About A Boy, comes a touching, multi-generational story that follows father and son as they embark on a physical and spiritual journey, where they discover that family is the most important part of the American dream. S338..........................DVD, $14.95

CAROL'S JOURNEY
(2002) 100 min. Carol, a twelve-year-old Spanish-American girl from New York, travels with her mother to Spain in the spring of 1938, at the height of the Civil War. Her innocent and rebellious nature drive her at first to reject a world that is at once new and foreign. But she soon journeys into adulthood through a friendship with Maruja, the village teacher, and a young local boy, Tomiche. S317......................DVD, $19.95

BUSCO NOVIO PARA MI MUJER
(2016) 92 min., PG-13. Paco, so fed up with his nagging and nitpicking wife, comes up with an ingenious plan to end the unhappy union: Find her a boyfriend by hiring a professional seducer nicknamed “El Taiger” to whisk her off her feet and out of the marriage. But even the best laid plans can backfire when love is involved. S376 ..............DVD, $19.95

CASI CASI
(2006) 93 min., Valles, PG. Emilio is a normal teenager with a crush on Jacklyne, the most popular girl in school, so he decides to run for Student Council President to impress her. After announcing his candidacy, he discovers that she will be running against him! S279 ..........DVD, $24.95 TL387 ......Study Guide, $10.95 TL387CD .............Study Guide on CD, $9.95

LA CIUDAD
(1999) 88 min., B&W. Filmed in the nineties over the course of six years, La Ciudad creates an unforgettable portrait of immigrant life in a collection of four stories, about love, hope, and loss: a day laborer paid to gather bricks from an abandoned lot meets a tragic end; a young man newly arrived from Mexico falls in love with a girl from his home village; a homeless puppeteer dreams of a better life for his daughter; and a seamstress is in desperate need of money to send home for her daughter’s medical treatment. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG.) S373......................DVD, $29.95

Butterfly
(1999) 94 min., Cuerda, R. A shy young boy finds friendship with his aging teacher and begins to find out about himself and his country as the Spanish Civil War intensifies. S329 ......DVD, $14.95 TL186 ......Study Guide, $10.95 TL186CD .............Study Guide on CD, $9.95

Call toll free to place your order 1-800-Applause (277-5287)
Montoneros guerrillas who are being tracked down relentlessly by the Military Junta that rules the country. However, Juan's daily life is also full of warmth and humor. His friends at school and the girl he has a big crush on, Maria, know him as Ernesto, a name he must not forget, since his family's survival is at stake. Juan accepts this and follows all of his parents' rules until one day he is told that they need to leave immediately with no explanation. (Not Rated; Adult Language.) S347..........................DVD, $24.95

THE DEVIL'S MINER
(2005) 82 min.
Trusting the ancient belief that the devil determines the fate of all who work in the mines, Basilio believes only the devil's generosity will allow them to earn enough money to continue their schooling – the only chance to escape their destiny in the mines.
S267 ..........DVD, $24.95

EVEN THE RAIN
(2012) 103 min., Bernal.
Idealistic film-maker Sebastian and his cynical producer Costa arrive in Bolivia to make a revisionist film about Christopher Columbus’ conquest of the Americas. But as filming commences, the local citizens begin to riot in protest against a multi-national corporation that is taking control of their water supply. Inspired by the real-life Water Wars in Bolivia in the year 2000, Even the Rain explores the lasting effects of Spanish imperialism, still resonating some 500 years later in the continued struggle of indigenous people against oppression and exploitation. (Adult Language.) S343..................DVD, $19.95

FINDING GASTON
(2016) 79 min.
Can a cook change his country through his food? FINDING GASTON follows acclaimed chef Gaston Acurio, largely credited with creating and popularizing Peruvian cuisine, to find out the stories, the inspirations and the dreams behind the man who has taken his cuisine outside the kitchen on a mission to change his country with his food. Join the culinary journey into the world of Peruvian cuisine to discover the power of food in Peru and around the world. (Not rated, but if rated would be G.) S374...............DVD, $24.95
A young immigrant in the barrios of Los Angeles, is given the chance to pursue his dream to play professional soccer. Alone in a world where soccer is a religion and the players gods, he must prove he has the talent and determination to triumph against all odds. S264 HDD, $14.95
TL404 Study Guide, $10.95
TL404CD Study Guide on CD, $9.95

GOOD-BYE MOMO (2005) 100 min., Ricagni, PG.
Obdulio, an 11-year-old Afro-Uruguayan boy from the streets, can't read or write. He lives with his grandmother and supports them both by selling newspapers. He discovers the night watchman at the newspaper is a magical "Maestro," who introduces him to the power of literacy and the meaning of life. S286 HDD, $24.95
TL402 Study Guide, $10.95
TL402CD Study Guide on CD, $9.95

FLAMENCO, FLAMENCO (2015) 97 min., Carlos Saura.
Directed by legendary Spanish filmmaker Carlos Saura, Flamenco, Flamenco is an evolutionary musical journey through the light, song and dance of a dynamic and alive art form. Beautifully photographed and showcasing a powerful new Flamenco through dazzling musical and dance performances by emerging talents, and the greatest living Flamenco masters, this unique musical odyssey reaches beyond the borders of Flamenco and Spanish culture toward a universal artistic expression. (Not rated, but if rated would be G.) S371 HDD, $29.95

FRONTERA (2014) 103 min., Harris, Pena, Longoria, Madigan, PG.
Set along the tumultuous Arizona-Mexico border, FRONTERA follows Miguel (Michael Pena), a hardworking father and devoted husband who crosses the border illegally and is wrongfully accused of murdering the wife (Amy Madigan) of a former sheriff (Ed Harris). Miguel's pregnant wife (Eva Longoria) lands in the hands of corrupt Mexican "Coyote" smugglers as she tries to help her husband, while the ex-lawman investigates his wife's death and unearths evidence that could destroy one family's future. (In English and Spanish with subtitles.) S364 HDD, $19.95

THE HARVEST (2011) 80 min. Every year there are more than 400,000 American children who are torn away from their friends, schools and homes to pick the food we all eat. Zulema, Perla and Victor labor as migrant farm workers, sacrificing their own childhoods to help their families survive. In Spanish & English with English subtitles. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG.) S359 HDD, $19.95

HECHO EN MEXICO (2012) 100 min., R.
A celebration of Mexican identity and culture told through the music of the most iconic international artists. From Diego Luna and Alejandro Fernandez, to Carla Morrison and Chavela Vargas, Duncan Bridgeman weaves a cinematic tapestry composed of original songs and insights from the most iconic artists and performers of contemporary Mexico. With striking visuals, the movie captures the rich diversity of Mexican geography, art, music, and culture. It is a rare look at the country's real identity, and an unparalleled celebration of what it truly means to be "Hecho En Mexico". (Rated R for some language, sexual references and brief drug use.) S351 HDD, $14.95

The story of a young child, uprooted from his New York home and forced to move back to Chile with his parents. He has always lived in New York and feels out of place in their new apartment in Santiago, Chile, so he runs away. S295 HDD, $24.95
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LA JUALA DE ORO
(2013) 65 min.
Juan, Sara, and Samuel, three teenagers from the slums of Guatemala, travel to the United States in search of a better life. On their journey through Mexico, they meet Chauk, an Indian from Chiapas who doesn’t speak Spanish. Traveling together in freight trains and walking on railroad tracks, they soon have to face an odyssey that will change their lives forever.

THE HUNDRED-FOOT JOURNEY
(2014) 122 min., Mirren, PG.
When the chilly chef proprietress of a Michelin-starred French restaurant in southern France gets wind of a culinary immigrant opening an Indian restaurant just 100 feet from her own, her icy protests escalate to all-out war between the two establishments. It's a celebration of triumph over exile as these two worlds collide and one young man tries to find the comfort of home in every pot -- wherever he may be.

LATINO AMERICANS
(2013) 360 min.
The series chronicles Latinos in the United States from the 1500s to present day. It is a story of people, politics, and culture, intersecting with much that is central to the history of the United States while also going to places where standard U.S. histories do not tend to tread. Latino Americans relies on historical accounts and personal experiences to vividly tell the stories of early settlement, conquest and immigration; of tradition and reinvention; and of anguish and celebration, from the millions of people who come to the U.S. from Mexico, Spain, Puerto Rico, and countries in Central and South America. (Spoken in English & Spanish with English & Spanish subtitles.)

LAZARILLO
(1959) 109 min., Ardavin, B&W.
In 17th-century Castille, a fatherless boy, abandoned by his mother, finds work with a strange succession of employers, including a blind beggar, fake nobleman, and traveling band of performers. They all teach him lessons in survival as well as cunning and deception.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF FRIDA KAHLO
Kahlo's life was a drama of extremes lived against a backdrop of political, social and artistic revolution. An intimate biography of a woman who gracefully balanced a private life of illness and pain with a public persona that was flamboyant, irreverent, and world-renowned.
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LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE
(1993) 113 min., Alfonso Arau, R
A comic Mexican fable about a young girl who escapes the drudgery of responsibility of tradition by using food and cooking as an escape.
S130 ......DVD, $14.95
TL131 ......Study Guide, $10.95
TL131CD ..........Study Guide on CD, $9.95

MACHUCA
A coming-of-age story set in Pinochet-era Chile, Andres Wood's semi-autobiographical film charts the friendship of an affluent 11-year-old and a boy from the wrong side of the tracks. Though their bond transcends class divisions, the political unrest in their country threatens to undo their friendship.
S265 ...............DVD, $24.95
TL371......Study Guide, $10.95
TL371CD ............Study Guide on CD, $9.95

MARIA FULL OF GRACE
(2004) 101 min., Marston, R.
The harrowing experiences of a 17-year-old Colombian girl. Leaving her desperate home life behind, Maria (Catalina Sandino Moreno, in an award-winning role) takes an offer to transport heroin into the United States.
S222 ............DVD, $14.95
TL297 ............Study Guide, $10.95
TL297CD ......Study Guide on CD, $9.95

MCFARLAND USA
(2015) 129 min., Costner, PG.
This heartwarming drama follows novice runners who strive to build a cross-country team under Coach Jim White in their predominantly Latino high school. Beyond their talent, it's the power of family, commitment to each other and work ethic that transform them into champions -- helping them achieve their own American dream.
S370..........DVD, $19.95

EL MILAGRO DE MARCELINO PAN Y VINO
(2010) 100 min.
Friars of a poor war-ravaged monastery find an infant abandoned on their doorstep. Having nowhere to turn in the wake of the war they decide to raise him in the monastery. Because of the faith of the child an unexpected miracle occurs. (Limited Quantities.) (Not rated, but if rated would be G.)
S345...............DVD, $19.95

MERCEDES SUSA:
THE VOICE OF LATIN AMERICA
(2013) 94 min. Over a career that spanned 50 years, Sosa sold millions of records, performed thousands of concerts all over the world, and left behind an incredible legacy as an artist who went beyond the borders of music to become one of the most influential - and loved - personalities of the 20th century. This intimate documentary reveals Sosa's early life and her rise to worldwide stardom, and explores the impact she had on the musical -- and political -- heritage of Latin America... and the world.
S353..................DVD, $24.95

MONSEÑOR-
THE LAST JOURNEY OF OSCAR ROMERO
(2012) 98 min.
In El Salvador in the late Seventies, one man was the voice of the poor, the disenfranchised, and the Disappeared -- all struggling under the corrupt Salvadoran government. Appointed Archbishop in early 1977, Monsenor Oscar Romero worked tirelessly and in constant personal peril until the day he was assassinated in March 1980. Romero broke off ties with the military and aligned himself with the poor, delivering messages of hope in weekly sermons which became national events. Encouraging direct action against oppression, Romero's speaking impacted political events in El Salvador that still have meaning to this day.
S336..........................DVD, $29.95
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MOTORCYCLE DIARIES
(2004) 128 min., Salles, R.
Beautiful telling of the journey Ernesto "Che" Guevara and his best friend took across South America in 1952 before he began his career as a revolutionary. Director Walter Salles reveals hints of Guevara's emerging political consciousness. (Limited Quantities.)
S234 .................. DVD, $14.95
TL307 .......... Study Guide, $10.95
TL307CD .......... Study Guide on CD, $9.95

NO
(2012) 118 min., Bernal, R.
In 1988, Chilean military dictator Augusto Pinochet, due to international pressure, is forced to call a plebiscite on his presidency. The country will vote YES or NO to Pinochet extending his rule for another eight years. Opposition leaders of the NO vote persuade a brash young advertising executive, René Saavedra (Gael Garcia Bernal), to spearhead their campaign. Against all odds, with scant resources and under scrutiny by the despot's minions, Saavedra and his team devise an audacious plan to win the election and set Chile free. (Rated R for frequent adult language.)
S349 ...................... DVD, $19.95

NO ERES TU SOY YO
Married life for Javier (Derbez) is perfect until his wife suddenly decides to leave. What's a lonely romantic to do? Join Javier as he seeks counseling from professionals, ex-girlfriends, and potential new girlfriends. You'll cry mostly from laughing at this classic Derbez comedy.
S346 ............ DVD, $19.95

Our Last Tango tells the life and love story of Argentina's most famous tango dancers Maria Nieves Rego and Juan Carlos Copes, who met as teenagers and danced together for nearly fifty years until a painful separation tore them apart. Relaying their story to a group of young tango dancers and choreographers from Buenos Aires, their story of love, hatred and passion is transformed into unforgettable tango-choreographies.
S378 ...................... DVD, $24.95

Our Last Tango
(2016) 85 min.
Our Last Tango tells the life and love story of Argentina's most famous tango dancers Maria Nieves Rego and Juan Carlos Copes, who met as teenagers and danced together for nearly fifty years until a painful separation tore them apart. Relaying their story to a group of young tango dancers and choreographers from Buenos Aires, their story of love, hatred and passion is transformed into unforgettable tango-choreographies.
S378 ...................... DVD, $24.95

OUR LAST TANGO

PAN'S LABYRINTH
(2006) 119 min., del Toro, R.
In 1944 fascist Spain, a girl, fascinated with fairy tales, is sent with her pregnant mother to live with her new stepfather, a ruthless Army captain. During the night, she meets a fairy who takes her to an old faun in the center of a labyrinth. He tells her she's a princess, but must prove it by surviving three gruesome tasks. If she fails, she will never see her real father, the king.
S277 ...................... DVD, $14.95

real, the movie
(2005) 90 min.
From the pitch to the locker room to five continents, the passion for the greatest soccer team in the world is revealed. Five stories are interwoven with exciting action and behind the scenes footage. Part feature, part documentary, a must for every fan—and those yet to be inspired by the heroes of Real Madrid.
S263 ...................... DVD, $24.95
TL360 ............. Study Guide, $10.95
TL360CD ........ Study Guide on CD, $9.95
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ROAD TO THE BIG LEAGUES
(2008) 60 min.
Baseball in the Dominican Republic is not just a game. For many Dominicans, the long, competitive road to a professional baseball career is one of the few viable alternatives to a life of poverty. Road to the Big Leagues introduces you to the young men who embark on this odyssey and shows you first hand the pressure and joy that go along with it. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG.) S361 ................. DVD, $24.95

THE SEA INSIDE
(2004) 125 min.,
Javier Bardem gives a complex, deeply moving performance in this true story of a Spanish fisherman and poet who suffers a diving accident at age 26 and is left paralyzed and bedridden. Ramon is 54, and his frustration at his life causes him to pursue euthanasia. S236 ............. DVD, $14.95
TL308 ............. Study Guide, $10.95
TL308CD ...... Study Guide on CD, $9.95

SELENA
(1997) 128 min.,
Nava, PG.
The Grammy winning South Texas singer whose life tragically ended just as she was taking Tejano into mainstream America. Pulsating with Selena's voice and made with the participation of her family, the film brims with authenticity. S141 ........... DVD, $14.95
TL119 ........... Study Guide, $10.95
TL119CD ....... Study Guide on CD, $9.95

SUGAR
(2009) 114 min.,
Soto, PG-13.
Inspirational story of Miguel Santos, a gifted pitcher struggling to make it to the big leagues of American baseball. Nicknamed "Azúcar" (sugar), 19-year-old Miguel travels from his poor community in the Dominican Republic to play minor league baseball in the United States—where anything is possible. He finds himself in a small Iowa town, where he struggles with the culture, language and the pressure of knowing that only his success can rescue his family. S313 ................. DVD, $19.95

TANTA AGUA
(2013) 102 min. Alberto and his two children, Lucia and Federico, set off to a hot springs resort for a short vacation. Alberto, who doesn't see his kids much since the divorce refuses to allow anything to ruin his plans. But the springs are closed until further notice due to heavy rains, and Lucia's adolescent rebellion clashes against her father's enthusiastic efforts for family quality time. (Not rated; occasional strong adult language.) S356 ..................... DVD, $24.95

TO DANCE LIKE A MAN
(2012) 58 min. Identical triplets Angel, César and Marcos, age 11, are passionate about becoming ballet dancers. And they all want the same thing: to be picked for a role in an important ballet in Havana, Cuba. Who will be chosen? Filmmaker Sylvie Collier was granted extraordinary, access inside the Ballet School and at home with the triplets. Her film offers a rare perspective on what it takes to achieve professional success in the context of Cuba's surprising inter-national impact in developing great dancers. S352 ..................... DVD, $24.95
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Mexican freight trains routinely are boarded by migrants hoping to reach America. Among the thousands who ride the trains, many are children traveling alone. They come from all over Mexico and Central America, risking everything for the chance of a better life. Academy Award® nominee WHICH WAY HOME follows some of these unaccompanied children as they make the long and treacherous voyage to the U.S. border. (Brief Adult Language.)

WHO IS DAYANI CRISTAL?
(2013) 85 min., Gael Garcia Bernal. The body of an unidentified immigrant is found in the Arizona desert. In an attempt to retrace his path and discover his story, director Marc Silver and actor/filmmaker Gael Garcia Bernal embed themselves among migrant travelers on their own mission to cross the border. Who is Dayani Cristal? provides rare insight into the human stories which are so often ignored in the immigration debate. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13.)
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A DAY WITHOUT A MEXICAN
(2004) 100 min., Arau, R.
This mockumentary created a stir before its release with billboards that read, "On May 14th, there will be no Mexicans in California." A funny, biting critique examining the social, political and economic disasters that would occur if California-based Mexicans disappeared.
S241 .........................DVD, $19.95

FRIDA
(2002) 116 min., Hayek, R.
Visually striking film capturing Kahlo's passion and creativity by fusing events in her life with the imagery of her art with electric results.
S171 .........................DVD, $14.95
TL158 Car. Study Guide, $10.95
TL158C D .....................Study Guide on CD, $9.95

REAL WOMEN HAVE CURVES
A young woman learns to love herself in spite of her job, weight, family and socio-economic standing. Touching, funny coming-of-age story.
S174 .........................DVD, $14.95
TL173 Car. Study Guide, $10.95
TL173C D  .....................Study Guide on CD, $9.95

CESAR CHAVEZ
Cesar Chavez inspired millions of Americans from all walks of life to fight for social justice. His triumphant journey began in Delano, California, and led him across the United States and to Europe where he tirelessly fought for his cause. (Spoken mostly in English & some Spanish with English subtitles, or Spanish subtitles.)
S360 ...........................DVD, $19.95

MY FAMILY
(1994) 126 min., Greg Nava, R.
Jose Sanchez comes to America in the early 1900's from Mexico and finds the grass is not always greener. Thus begins the saga of the Sanchez family in L.A., which chronicles their struggles and hopes over a span of sixty years.
S218 ...........................DVD, $14.95
TL140 .........................Study Guide, $10.95
TL140C D  .....................Study Guide on CD, $9.95

SPARE PARTS
George Lopez leads a winning cast in this inspiring movie based on an amazing true story. When four wildly different high schoolers team up to enter a robotics competition against the nation's top tech colleges, no one believes they have a chance—no one but Fredi (Lopez), their new substitute teacher. As Fredi challenges his students to be the best they can be, they show him the power of never giving up, in an unforgettable tale that shines with heart, humor, and hope. With Marisa Tomei & Jamie Lee Curtis.
S368 .................................................................DVD, $19.95
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**Films for the Spanish class-spoken in ENGLISH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Title</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA QUINCEAÑERA (SWEET 15)</strong> (1990) 120 min.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Victoria Hochberg.</td>
<td>A young hispanic girl learns that there is more to growing up than parties when she learns her father is an illegal alien. S220.........................English DVD, $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARICELA</strong> (1988) 55 min.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Linda Lavin.</td>
<td>Prejudice becomes a major obstacle to overcome when an El Salvadorian girl and her mother relocate to Southern California. S219...............English DVD, $14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPLENDID TRIP – SPAIN</strong> (2009) 165 min.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Journey through the most beautiful regions of Spain including Barcelona, Ibiza, Canary Islands, parks and landscapes, and a Spanish Gourmet Trip, to discover tastes, traditions, and customs of Spanish cuisine. S312.................................3-DVD Set, $19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check out our website for a complete list of Study Guides that are still available.

---

**Films for the Spanish class - Animated Cartoons & Family Oriented Titles Spoken in Spanish**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Title</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Cast</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEAUTY &amp; THE BEAST-25TH ANNIVERSARY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC287 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/Blu-Ray/DVD/Combo/Digital HD, $34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOOK OF LIFE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC284 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINDING DORY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC288 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FROZEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC283 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSIDE OUT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC285 ............Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LORAX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC279 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MINIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC286 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIO</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SC275 ............Spanish &amp; French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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